


   

Meeting of October 23-24, 2014

   
AGENDA 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF MAY 21-22, 2014

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS COMMITTEE

  • NHL Committee Meeting Report and Recommendations
  • Report on Exploring American Latino Heritage
  • Report on Promoting Asian American/Pacific Islander Heritage

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL NATURAL LANDMARKS COMMITTEE

REPORT OF THE SCIENCE COMMITTEE

REPORT OF THE NPS CENTENNIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

REPORT OF THE PHILANTHROPY AND PARTNERSHIPS COMMITTEE

REPORT OF THE URBAN COMMITTEE

REPORT OF THE EDUCATION COMMITTEE

REPORT ON LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

REPORT ON THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE ECONOMIC VALUATION STUDY







          
MEETING SITE— Grand Canyon National Park, Horace M. Albright Training Center, 1 Albright Avenue, Grand Canyon,

 Arizona, 86023—928-638-7981—Fax 928-638-2953
           
LODGING SITE— El Tovar Hotel—1 El Tovar Road (Grand Canyon Village South Rim), Grand Canyon, AZ 86023
                              928-638-2631—Fax 928-638-9810

Travel to Grand Canyon National Park South Rim on Wednesday, October 22, 2014

Hotel Check in—4:00 pm � Check out—11:00 am

Hotel Restaurant—EL TOVAR RESTAURANT

Breakfast 6:30–10:45 am l Lunch 11:15 am–2:00 pm l Dinner 5:00–10:00 pm            

      
Thursday

OCTOBER 23

NOTE TO PARTICIPANTS—Meeting participants will not return to the hotel prior to beginning today’s
park tour.  Participants should come to the meeting prepared for the tour—wear casual attire and sturdy, comfortable
shoes; bring sun screen, water, a light jacket, sunglasses and a hat.  Please be aware that
the tour may involve uneven and occasionally steep terrain.   

       
6:30–7:20 am Breakfast on your own

          

   7:30 am Gather in hotel lobby/board bus to the meeting site
               

  8:00 am CONVENE MEETING

Grand Canyon National Park—Horace M. Albright Training Center (Classroom 1)
     

CALL TO ORDER / CHECK-IN / APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Chairman Tony Knowles

      
AGENDA REVIEW
Chairman Knowles and Loran Fraser

                  

  8:55 am WELCOME TO GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK
Superintendent David Uberuaga

  9:00 am REMARKS BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Honorable Jonathan Jarvis

Discussion

  9:45 am BREAK
       

10:00 am REPORT OF THE NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS COMMITTEE
Committee Chair Stephen Pitti; Dr. Stephanie Toothman, Associate Director for Cultural
Resources, Partnerships, and Science, NPS; Dr. Alexandra Lord (by telephone), Branch
Chief, National Historic Landmarks Program, NPS;

      
• American Latino Scholars Expert Panel, Belinda Faustinos
• Asian American/Pacific Islander Scholars Expert Panel, Dr. Milton Chen 
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Thursday

OCTOBER  23 - cont’d

11:30 am REPORT OF THE NATIONAL NATURAL LANDMARKS COMMITTEE
Committee Chair Judy Burke; Heather Eggleston, Acting Manager, National Natural 
Landmarks Program, NPS

      
11:50 pm Adjourn for the Day
     
    LUNCH
           
 1:00 pm TOUR GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK

              Accompanied by:

Superintendent David Uberuaga

Diane Chalfant, Deputy Superintendent

Brian Drapeaux, Deputy Superintendent

Martha Hahn, Chief of Science and Resource Management

Jan Balsom, Deputy Chief of Science and Resource Management

Ian Hough, Park Archaeologist

Donna Richardson, Chief of Interpretation and Resource Education

Kirby Shedlowski, Public Affairs Specialist

Robin Martin, Chief of Planning and Compliance

  P  Stop 1—The Headquarters Building, Courtyard
     Presentation on Grand Canyon’s Resource Education program and how they are
     Reaching students around the country.  Tour the Distance Learning Center.

        
     (Travel from South Rim Village to Desert View (45 minute transit))

     
  P  Stop 2—Grandview Point

     Presentation on Grand Canyon History

     
  P  Stop 3—Desert View Amphitheater 

     (Location of NHL commemoration ceremony)

     Presentation on recently designated 1956 Grand Canyon TWA-United Airlines

     Aviation Accident Site NHL.

      
  P  Stop 4—Desert View Amphitheater

     Presentation on the Greater Grand Canyon Landscape Assessment and partnerships

     through science.

     
 P  Stop 5—Desert View Watchtower

     Presentation on the watchtower and its potential future use for tribal education purposes.

     Tour the watchtower.

     
     (Travel back to South Rim (45 minute transit))

 P  In transit presentation on Climate Change impacts at Grand Canyon, followed by Q&As.

      
  5:00 pm Return to hotel
     
  5:45 pm Walk to site of reception and dinner (transportation available, if preferred)
      
  6:30 pm RECEPTION AND DINNER

Home of Superintendent Uberuaga, 23 Tapeats, Grand Canyon, AZ 86023
Hosted by Grand Canyon Association and the Superintendent

      
  9:00 pm Return to hotel

GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK— Horace M . Albright Training Center, 1 Albright Avenue, Grand Canyon, AZ 86023 
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Friday

OCTOBER 24
       
6:30–8:00 am Breakfast on your own

          
  8:15 am Gather in hotel lobby/board bus to the meeting site
     

  8:45 am RECONVENE MEETING
Grand Canyon National Park—Horace M. Albright Training Center (Classroom 1)

             
CALL TO ORDER / AGENDA REVIEW
Chairman Knowles

      

  9:15 am REPORT OF THE SCIENCE COMMITTEE
Committee Chair Rita Colwell; Dr. Gary Machlis, Senior Science Advisor to the Director, NPS

   
  9:45 am REPORT OF THE NPS CENTENNIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Committee Chair Gretchen Long; Alexa Viets (by telephone), Centennial Coordinator, NPS

10:15 am BREAK

10:30 am REPORT OF THE PHILANTHROPY AND PARTNERSHIPS COMMITTEE
Committee Chair Paul Bardacke; Reginald Chapple, Division Chief, Office
of Partnerships and Philanthropic Stewardship, NPS

11:30 am REPORT OF THE URBAN COMMITTEE
Committee Chair Belinda Faustinos

12:00 pm LUNCH
    

  1:00 pm REPORT OF THE EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Committee Chair Milton Chen; Julia Washburn (by telephone), Associate Director
for Interpretation, Education, and Volunteers, NPS; Doeun “Duey” Kol (by telephone),
Management Assistant to the Associate Director, NPS

  1:30 pm REPORT ON LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Dr. Margaret Wheatley

      
  2:00 pm REPORT ON THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE ECONOMIC VALUATION STUDY

Professor Linda Bilmes; Dr. John Loomis (by telephone), Professor, Department of
              Agricultural and Resource Economics, Colorado State University;  Dr. Michelle Haefele

(by telephone), Project Manager, National Park Service Economic Valuation Study,
Colorado State University; and Dr. Bruce Peacock (by telephone), Chief, Environmental 
Quality Division, NPS

   
  2:30 pm BREAK
                                             
  2:45 pm OTHER BUSINESS

  3:00 pm Opportunity for Public Comment
                   

  3:15 pm Scheduling Future Meetings
          

  3:30 pm ADJOURN

GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK— Horace M . Albright Training Center, 1 Albright Avenue, Grand Canyon, AZ 86023 



 
 

PROPOSED MINUTES 

153rd Meeting 
National Park System Advisory Board 

May 21-22, 2014 
Mesa Verde, Colorado 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
  
The 153rd meeting of the National Park System Advisory Board was called to order by Acting 
Chairman Paul Bardacke at 8:15 a.m., Mountain Daylight Time, in Recreation Hall at Mesa Verde 
National Park, 1 Ruins Road, Mesa Verde, Colorado 81330. 
             

BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT   
Mr. Paul Bardacke , Acting Chairman 
Ms. Leonore Blitz*  
Hon. Judy Burke 
Dr. Milton Chen* 
Dr. Rita Colwell 
Ms. Belinda Faustinos 
Dr. Stephen Pitti 
Dr. Margaret Wheatley 

BOARD MEMBERS ABSENT 
Hon. Tony Knowles, Chairman 
Prof. Linda Bilmes  
Dr. Carolyn Finney  
Ms. Gretchen Long  

OTHERS PRESENT (at least part of the time) 
Hon. Jonathan Jarvis, Director, National Park Service 
Dr. Stephanie Toothman, Associate Director, Cultural Resources, Partnerships and Science, NPS 
Dr. Alexandra Lord, Branch Chief, National Historic Landmarks Program, NPS* 
Mr. Loran Fraser, Senior Advisor to the Director, NPS 
Mr. Clifford Spencer, Superintendent, Mesa Verde National Park 
Mr. Bill Nelligan, Deputy Superintendent, Mesa Verde National Park 
Mr. Reginald Chapple, Division Chief, Office of Partnerships and Philanthropic Stewardship, NPS* 
Ms. Alexa Viets, Centennial Coordinator, NPS*  
Dr. Bruce Peacock, Chief, Environmental Quality Division, NPS, Fort Collins, CO 
Ms. Lynne Koontz, National Park Service, Fort Collins, CO 
Dr. John Loomis, Professor, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics,  
    Colorado State University 
Mr. Adam Banasiak, Harvard Kennedy School, Harvard University, New Haven, MA    
Ms. Sandra Gudmundsen (Loomis), Retired Professor, Fort Collins, CO 
Ms. Alma Ripps, Chief, Office of Policy, NPS 
Mr. James Gasser, Chief of Protocol and Events, Office of the Director, NPS 
Ms. Shirley Sears, Office of Policy, NPS 
Mr. William Worden, S. S. Badger, Detroit, Michigan 
Mr. Don Clingan, S. S. Badger, Ludington, Michigan 

(*Participated via telephone at least part of the time) 
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*  *  *  * 

ORDER OF BUSINESS 

■ Wednesday, May 21, 2014 
Opening the Meeting ........................................................................................................................ page 3 
Approval of Minutes―Meeting 152, January 8-9, 2014.................................................................. page 3 
Welcome Remarks by Superintendent of Mesa Verde National Park  ............................................. page 3  
Remarks of the Director of the National Park Service  .................................................................... page 4  
Report on Leadership and Organizational Development ................................................................. page 9      
Report of the Urban Committee ..................................................................................................... page 11   
Report of the Philanthropy and Partnerships Committee ................................................................ page12   
 
■ Thursday, May 22, 2014 
Report of the National Natural Landmarks Committee  ................................................................. page 13 
Report of the National Historic Landmarks Committee ................................................................. page 13 
   Properties Considered─ 
    •  Lydia Pinkham House, Lynn, MA 
    •  The St. Charles Line, New Orleans, LA 
    •  Perkins Homestead, Newcastle, MA 
    •  Eagle Island (The Admiral Robert E. Peary Summer Home), Harpswell, ME 
    •  Baltustrol Golf Club, Springfield, NJ 
    •  The Research Studio (Maitland Art Center), Maitland, FL 
    •  General Motors Technical Center, Warren, MI 
    •  Duck Creek Aqueduct, Metamora, Franklin County, IN  
    •  Brown Bridge, Shrewsbury, VT 
    •  Andrew Wyeth Studio and Kuerner Farm, Chadds Ford, PA 
    •  Eight-Foot High Speed Tunnel, Hampton (City), VA 
    •  Full Scale 30- x 60-Foot Tunnel, Hampton (City), VA 
    •  SS Badger (Car Ferry), Ludington, MI 
Report on the National Park Service Valuation Study ................................................................... page 19 
Report of the NPS Centennial Advisory Committee ...................................................................... page 22 
Report of the Education Committee ............................................................................................... page 23 
Report the Science Committee ....................................................................................................... page 24 
Other Business ................................................................................................................................ page 25 
Opportunity for Public Comment ................................................................................................... page 25 
Scheduling Future Meetings of the Board ...................................................................................... page 25 
Adjournment ................................................................................................................................... page 25 
Summary of Decisions/Actions ...................................................................................................... page 27 

  
    

*  *  *  * 
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■ WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 2014 
OPENING THE MEETING 
CALL TO ORDER/CHECK-IN/APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

 
PAUL BARDACKE welcomed Members to the 153rd meeting of the National Park System 
Advisory Board, saying he was asked by Board Chairman Tony Knowles to act on his behalf, as 
the Chairman was recovering from surgery.   Mr. Bardacke invited Members to share any 
thoughts they might have relevant to this meeting, or the broader work of the Board.   
 
JUDY BURKE offered that this was the third time she had been to Mesa Verde and on every visit 
she saw and learned things she had not before.   
 
RITA COLWELL described herself as an amateur archeologist and anthropologist and was 
excited to learn more about the history of the park and this fascinating area.   
 
BELINDA FAUSTINOS reported that she had never been to Mesa Verde, a unique cultural 
resource treasure in the park system, and she was already anticipating a return as a visitor.   
 
STEPHEN PITTI shared that this was his third visit to the park, the second being his honeymoon 
twenty years earlier, and he concurred with his colleagues that it was a park system treasure.   
 
MEG WHEATLEY said she had driven to the park from northern Utah, and on the way listened 
to taped lectures by anthropologist and scholar Wade Davis on the wisdom of ancient 
civilizations. She shared a favorite Wade quote:  “Other people's culture is not a failed expression 
of yours," and added that every culture is an expression of the creativity, spirit and brilliance of 
people.  She said she was looking forward to understanding Mesa Verde with these sharpened 
sensitivities.  
 
PAUL BARDACKE offered that he also had driven to the park and was reflective about the 
degree to which the region’s watershed was challenged by the needs of Phoenix and Los Angeles, 
and reminded that what we've been given, as a society, we’re obligated to protect.  He said to that 
end it was with great pride that he had come to support the work of the National Park Service.   
 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
152nd Meeting—January 8-9, 2014 
 
PAUL BARDACKE asked for a motion to approve the Minutes of the January 8-9, 2014 Board 
meeting in Washington, D.C.  The request was moved, seconded and the Minutes were approved.   
 
Loran Fraser previewed the day’s agenda, saying the Board would begin with a half day business 
meeting to consider reports on Board tasks, then tour several sites in the park accompanied by 
Superintendent Clifford Spencer.   
 
WELCOME REMARKS OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF MESA VERDE 
NATIONAL PARK 
Superintendent Clifford Spencer 
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Superintendent Spencer said he had served in the present post for three years and had fallen in 
love with the park and the area.  He said the afternoon’s trip would be out to the Mug House cliff 
ruins, then to the park’s new state-of-the-art Visitor's Center which protects some three million 
archeological objects excavated in the park over the years.  He said the altitude where the Board 
was meeting was about 7,000 feet and 8,000 feet, so he encouraged Members to hydrate and take 
it easy.  He advised that cell coverage in the park was poor, though access was good at the where 
they were staying and the Visitor's Center.  He introduced Deputy Superintendent, Bill Nulligan.  
 
REMARKS OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
Honorable Jonathan Jarvis 
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS reported that the earthquake damage to the Washington Monument had 
been repaired and the monument has been reopened.  Philanthropist David Rubenstein offered to 
pay the entire repair cost of $15 million, but the NPS gratefully accepted only half that amount, 
securing appropriated dollars from Congress to cover the remainder.  
 
The countdown towards the Centennial was beginning with less than two years to the NPS birth 
date of August 25, 2016; so pressure was on to get as much accomplished as possible before then, 
and a great deal was underway.  Looking to the campaign, key NPS concerns were that: visitation 
was essentially flat; it does not reflect the nation’s demographics; the political rancor of 
Washington at times seems directed at the Service; the NPS was burdened by an $11 billion 
facility maintenance backlog; and there is a lack of support, and understanding, by the American 
people of the broad mission and work of the Service.  He said all these matters were symptoms of 
a waning sense of NPS relevancy to the American people, so the Centennial was a moment in 
time to address this issue.  All NPS efforts, those of its partners, the concessioners, the friends 
groups, the larger parks community, the Advisory Board, and the National Park Foundation were 
to rebuild a connection with the American people.  He said achieving that goal would result in 
renewed inspiration and support, greater visitation, including for people who have never been to 
parks, and to increased volunteerism.  Centennial-inspired advocacy and constituency building 
were directed not only at the parks, but also NPS programs.  The expectation is that increased 
public engagement would result in increased appropriations and philanthropy.    
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS said he felt very good about NPS leadership, in particular the senior team in 
Washington, one of the strongest ever directorate groups.  He identified Mike Reynolds, formerly 
Midwest Regional Director, who came to D.C., voluntarily to take on work force development, 
one of the most challenging functions in the Service right now.  The DIRECTOR said there was 
also excellent alignment among NPS regional directors and senior superintendents to focus on 
workforce enhancement and the opportunities provided by the Centennial.  He said the NPS got a 
very good request out of the Secretary and President for the FY 2015 budget and the Secretary 
had made the Centennial her top priority.  There was a $40 million increase on the discretionary 
side of the budget which included a Centennial challenge, kind of a match program;  money 
focused on youth, volunteers, a piece for the maintenance backlog, and a significant restoration of 
our seasonal work force.   He said it was a question whether Congress would appropriate a 
significant requested boost for a variety of programs, and an ask to support the Centennial driven 
by the recognition that in marketing the parks and NPS programs to the American people, the 
Service must be prepared.  The seasonal work force is needed to reinvest in the infrastructure.  
The budget was crafted as a three-year request, so the hope was that the 2016 budget will be built  
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on that.   
 
The DIRECTOR said there were concerns about results of the recent employee viewpoint survey 
which showed low morale within the Service, though a high regard for the mission. A consultant 
observed that this data suggested employees should be leaving in droves, but they're not, and a lot 
of this relates to a commitment to mission.  Assessing earlier results, NPS leadership was trying to 
identify how to address the situation.  He said we have found that there are parks and programs 
that score very high on the survey.  Most of the results underscore the importance of functions that 
are basic in terms of communication, respect and recognition, awards, and employee involvement 
in decision making, things that are fairly easy to address.  But concern continues and leadership is  
strongly dedicated to take on these issues.   
 
The DIRECTOR applauded the Board for its National Landmarks work, citing the recent 
recommendations to designate the Diego Rivera murals, the workshops of George Nakashima and 
farm of Adlai Stevenson.  He called attention to the successful American Latino Heritage Theme 
Study, the subject of recent community meetings in San Antonio and Los Angeles, said the NPS 
had just launched an Asian American Pacific Islander Theme Study, and announced that the 
Secretary would be launching a LGBTQ theme study in May.  In a powerful way these important 
efforts, directed through the Advisory Board, speak to the contributions of all Americans and both 
broaden and deepen the relevancy of NPS work.  He said potential new national park designations 
were in the works, the Honouliuli site on Oahu, a Japanese-American internment site and the 
Pullman-Porter site in Chicago; and the President that very day would be designating a new 
national monument with the BLM.   
  
The DIRECTOR said that the White House had come out strongly on climate change.  The NPS 
was playing a significant role in the Department’s climate change task force, offering leadership 
in monitoring and adaptation.  The NPS was implementing a lot of work as a result of Hurricane 
Sandy, particularly to build resilience into these coastal systems with green infrastructure.  In 
education, cutting edge work has been done around the future of NPS interpretation.   
 
During the previous week, the National Park Foundation Board met in the Great Smokies and 
viewed the latest Centennial creative work of Grey Advertising.  The Foundation was committed 
to raising $250 million as their capital campaign for the Centennial and a couple of initial gifts 
have been received.  Roxanne Quimby committed $10 million to acquire in-holdings in the 
national parks, and another Board member put down an unqualified, no strings attached $3 million 
of his own personal wealth to start this as well.  David Rubenstein has continued to contact us 
about projects that he wants to contribute to for the Centennial, as well; and we'll see more and 
more of those coming out over the next couple of years.  Grey has been in contact with a variety 
of talent.  He reported further that Mrs. Obama had agreed to serve as Centennial spokesperson 
and the launch of the major campaign was targeted for the first quarter of 2015.  He said the 
National Geographic, a major partner since the Service’s creation in 1916, was committed to full 
support of the Centennial engaging all its communication and media platforms.   
 
The DIRECTOR said that through the Board’s Centennial committee chaired by 
GRETCHEN LONG the NPS was engaging all partners, including the tourism industry, travel 
sector, Brand USA, State parks, city parks, and other alliances in an effort to develop a strong 
buzz for 2016, and the effort was going very well.  Concluding, he said the budget, employees,  
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leadership and NPS partners were all becoming aligned around this effort, a generational 
opportunity.  He said that this was the first time in the organization’s history that it has said to the 
American people this is who we are  and what we provide the American people, not just in parks, 
but also through our programs in urban communities through RTCA, through historic preservation 
tax credit programs and other activities.  All aspects we're branding our work and then we're using 
the power of social media, talent, events, traditional and non-traditional marketing and advertising 
to establish that brand for the second century.  He said he was pleased with how this work was 
coming together.   
 
PAUL BARDACKE invited discussion about the areas the Director had covered.   
 
BELINDA FAUSTINOS asked if anticipated increases in budget allocations would be directed to 
deferred maintenance, or to programs? 
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS answered that roads constituted half the deferred maintenance backlog and 
the NPS was focusing on this.  He said Congress was now working on reauthorization of the 
transportation bill.  Several Members of Congress were expected to introduce an amendment to 
that bill that would create a high profile, large project pool of $150 million per year for large 
projects on federal lands, which would address a big chunk of park road maintenance.  He said 
there was about $100 million annual for infrastructure, $200 million for construction, and another 
$100 million for a challenge program, so projects like the Washington Monument could be funded 
with a portion of that program and philanthropy might help do the rest.  There are circumstances 
where philanthropic support would not be available, such as for a water treatment plant.  It should 
be available, however, for Independence Hall, the Washington Monument or Lincoln Memorial.   
 
STEVE PITTI asked how the Centennial campaign would focus on attracting millennials and 
younger people, and suggested that opportunities be created to involve this demographic in 
framing how the NPS would be branded?  He asked were there essay contests where young people 
could share their feelings about the parks in advance of 2016?  
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS answered that the first thing the Grey Group did was conduct a full year of 
research on the millennials looking at their attitudes toward the national parks, developing a 
qualitative then a quantitative assessment.  As expected, interest was confirmed, but knowledge 
was shallow, and to learn more this group wants to do it in its own way.  He said there's a desire 
for adventure and discovery among millenials, less so for family groups, though there are families 
in the millennial generation now.  The research found a high interest in NPS involvement in 
neighborhoods.  A variety of phrases, words and imagery were tested with the millenials about 
what would activate them to visit or become connected.  All that has been tested and refined and 
will be the core of the launch, because that group is a main market target.  We are crafting a 
public awareness campaign that is targeted to millennials, but doesn't turn off our base is a 
challenge.   
 
A core component of the campaign is a "Find your Park" tagline, an invitation, an active verb.  
And when you find your park we want you to share your story.  We will be standing up a web 
presence for the public to share their park experience story, an Instagram, a written piece, a poem, 
music, a dance, or whatever.  It will be a public facing site.  The NPS is doing this internally right 
now, having launched a Share Your Story program inside the Service.  He said the campaign  
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would flip to the outside when the public awareness campaign begins.  We want them to engage 
and their stories shared broadly across social media.  This is one of the big costs, to create and 
manage this web facing program.  The NPS is completely re-doing NPS.gov at the same time, so 
there will be links to that and it will be linked to the Foundation's website, as well. 
 
RITA COLWELL suggested professional societies be invited to participate. They all have 
educational components, particularly for K-12.  One of the NPS themes ought to be science in the 
park; each relevant society could be involved.  There is the Botanical Society, and there are the 
big garden clubs which can be mobilized successfully.    
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS said there were discussions developing for a Centennial-sponsored national 
bio-blitz.  An interesting development at the recent Golden Gate bio-blitz was that someone took 
sediment samples in the estuaries and ran the DNA analysis overnight, finding 900 species of 
bacteria.  He reported that Disney and Sesame Street had signed up to join the Centennial effort.    
 
STEVE PITTI asked to hear more about organizational partnerships with groups that work with 
kids, such as Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Boys and Girls Clubs of American, and other types of 
church groups, Jewish Community Centers, and the like.  This may dovetail in some ways with 
interest in urban constituencies.  
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS confirmed the NPS had reached out to the traditional groups like Boy 
Scouts, Girl Scouts, Student Conversation Association, the Core Network, and the Boys and Girls 
Clubs, with whom the NPS had recently signed an agreement.  On Monday of that week he said 
he went up to see Congressman John Lewis to encourage contact with Phi Beta Sigma, in which 
there are the Betas, a youth serving effort focused on young black men.  He said the NPS had also 
met with an Hispanic serving organization.  When focusing on organizations that serve minority 
groups there is high interest in social services, but parks have not been on their radar.  He said 
there is opportunity in connecting with them through health and education matters.  The NPS can 
help people in urban landscapes who have no access or experience in parks.  
 
PAUL BARDACKE asked how Grey was proceeding on a timeline and what, if any, budgetary 
constraints had been encountered.  
 
The DIRECTOR responded that Grey bid this contract as a non-profit essentially, which was 
wonderful, because they deeply believe in the effort.  Developing a logo has been the most 
difficult action on which to agree.  He said he was pleased with where work on the campaign 
stood; that while it was not cheap, the NPS was not spending appropriated dollars.  It’s all 
philanthropically paid for.  
 
MEG WHEATLEY recalled seeing a recent report that the Olympics discovered they were not 
appealing to millennials, who generally were not interested in the sports, in these achievements; 
that many in this generation are not inclined to laud or applaud people who have made the extra 
effort.  Excellence is not a standard held high, and in fact, many don't want to know about it.  In 
contrast, there is among them a great interest in human interest stories, complex emotionally laden 
stories about their lives.  That is a warning about how parks should be presented, that they are not 
just playgrounds, places for extreme outdoor sports with peer groups.  She spoke of learning from 
the Ken Burns National Parks television series that parks result from a continuing struggle.   
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Advancements come from citizen action.  She hoped that the parks will not be presented just for 
this particular group. There is a deep sense of history in the parks, about how we got here, and 
what it takes from a citizenry to keep going into the future.  She said she felt a deep personal need 
for people to know about the complexity of what it takes to keep the park system going.  There's a 
way in which you want to attract people and that's the PR function.  But you also want to educate 
them about things completely missing right now from their perspective, and those park stories.   
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS agreed, saying there is a deeper meaning to be given the marketing, with 
social and traditional media first making a connection, and then taking it to that deeper level.  He 
said we know that if we can get visitors into these places and get them to slow down for a minute, 
something begins to happen.  It changes people.  We know that.  We see it happen over and over 
and over again.  How you bring that to them in their own environment is a bigger challenge, and 
that's something that we've got to figure out how to do.  
 
STEVE PITTI asked if some number of book, films and histories would be forthcoming to ensure 
that the meanings of the parks will get out to the American public.  The DIRECTOR answered 
that there were somewhere in the neighborhood of 400 proposals, everything from Broadway 
plays to original musical scores to art exhibitions and books with historical retrospectives.   
  
PAUL BARDACKE shared that he didn’t agree that the millennials were not caring about the 
achievements of others.  He said the story of the generations behind us is complicated by the 
success of their parents, timing of the country, and having been born into a different age and one 
of less prosperity.  He said he found that the millennials, some certainly, do reward excellence, 
but they don't want their parents taking responsibility for their successes, which parents often do 
in our generation.  And that has a benefit because then we don't have to take responsibility for 
their failures.  MEG WHEATLEY explained she was speaking more about teens and 
20-somethings in not wanting to know about achievement, that it has nothing to do with their 
parents, it's the sub-culture.  This is data based, from Olympic studies.  
 
Stephanie Toothman offered that the group between the 30s and the 50s has not had the 
advantages she and older people have.  They operate on contracts; they don't have permanent jobs.  
They are going job to job.  They are raising kids.  For many, employment is erratic even though 
they are well educated.  Many of them can't afford to buy houses.  She said they do have altruism, 
and sensitivity toward nature, which she observes in the university setting.  MEG WHEATLEY   
commented that it was not a monolithic group and shared that significant social behaviors change 
now about every five years because of technology.  Even a 21-year-old will feel disconnected 
from a 15-year-old sibling because they grew up in different communication environments.  
 
Stephanie Toothman said that the NPS was trying to get more people involved in the Landmarks 
program.  Preservation activities in the U.S. have a grassroots foundation and we are trying to 
engage at the local and tribal and State level.  She said that a pitch had been made for additional 
money to the Historic Preservation Fund, that the NPS was working with the State Historic 
Preservation officers and partners to do pilot projects engaging under-represented communities 
using the information from the Landmarks work to produce National Register nominations.  
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REPORT ON LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Margaret Wheatley 
 
MEG WHEATLEY said the Employee Viewpoint Survey provided very valuable data to the 
Second Century Commission when considering NPS leadership issues.   The Commission’s 
sponsors encouraged an examination of leadership because it was assumed there was a leadership 
problem in the organization.  She offered that in taking on that issue, park superintendents were 
the appropriate focus of attention.  Though sometimes characterized as feudal lords, she said this 
was a positive, as it spoke to a kind of energy when people really care about their parks, people 
who have a strong sense of ownership.     
 
She said in working with leaders in every country she’s now asking can we create islands of 
sanity in the midst of destructive work environments.  In a video series produced for 
superintendents last fall, she called leadership a noble profession, if the job were approached no 
longer just to go along to get along.  One can no longer just complain about not having the 
resources or all the processes and policies that are impeding you.  One has to make a choice as to 
how to use power and influence to make a difference. Instead of using the dominant combined 
values of efficiency, speed, and time compression, one must take a stand for the practices and 
processes that bring out people's capacities.  The challenge is to do this when people are 
overworked and overwhelmed.  She said she was leading a series of video-linked conversations 
with 20 superintendents over the next several months focusing on what practices create capacity. 
   
She proposed that there are three actions that, if taken, create leaders who make a huge difference. 
First, restore thinking to the workplace, to engage in deliberative processes instead of the often 
rapid fire way we approach solving problems.  Second, pay attention to relationships, developing 
strong root systems.  Third, take care of yourselves to maintain a sense of peace, or groundedness, 
amidst the turbulence of the times.  She said there’s a climate of overwhelming bureaucracy in the 
NPS, but that this is experienced by leaders everywhere.  People are complaining, "I’m writing so 
many reports about the work I'm doing that I no longer have time to do the work."  However, a 
positive development is that people increasingly are working together in communities of practice, 
or learning communities.  This practice has now been embedded in the NPS and is seen as a 
solution of choice, bringing people together to learn from one another. 
 
MEG WHEATLEY said she would be working with the head of the NPS workforce function in a 
re-thinking of the HR philosophy, among other things looking at how leadership can make work 
life less process oriented.  If HR can be reconfigured there is cause for a new confidence.  
Increasingly, we're moving processes forward that inspire collaboration.    
 
With regard to the Employee Viewpoint Survey, she said upon first viewing the 2013 negative 
data it appeared to be a profile not of an unmotivated work force, but a highly motivated and very 
disappointed workforce that cannot fulfill the mission, which is what attracted them to NPS in the 
first place.  In looking at the demographics of those surveyed—a random sample of 10,800 
people—only 44 percent, less than half, completed the survey.  Sixty-three percent had worked 
for NPS for 11 or more years, one-third of them for over 20 years.  She said we know nothing 
about what attracts youth or keeps new staff onboard after a few years.  This is significant data 
that’s missing.    
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One-third of those who took the survey plan to leave the NPS within the year, which would 
suggest they are dissatisfied.  But two-thirds of the sample is long-tenured employees, and yet 
only one-third of them were in leadership positions.  A third of them say they are leaving, which 
we have to hold in serious consideration.  She said she had looked through all the highly-positive 
and negative questions, and what was evident is high percentages of dedication to work.  Eighty-
five percent like the work they do.  Ninety percent report they are constantly looking for ways to 
do the job better.  She said this is not a turned off, burned out work force.  Ninety-six percent 
report that they put in extra effort to get the job done.  That's a great energy to work with. Eighty-
one percent know their work relates to park goals.  Ninety-one percent feel their work is 
important.  This is a great treasure.  In contrast to that, only 25 percent feel they have the 
resources needed to get the job done.  That is the area that requires attention.  It's not resources of 
money or rewards.  She said in her experience, this meant people needed time, support of 
leadership, and casual recognition makes a big difference to them.   
 
Another area where work is needed is in how people perceive performance is addressed.  Only 26 
percent feel that poor performance is dealt with appropriately, 28 percent that differences in 
performance are even recognized.  And only 32 percent feel creativity and innovation are 
rewarded.  She said this is a group of people who feel they’re going the extra mile, their work is 
important, they're good employees, but they see poor performance is not dealt with.  There's not 
enough discrimination between good and bad performance.  Only 11 percent feel that pay has any 
connection to performance.  They don't feel that promotion or rewards are linked to performance. 
These are things that can be cleaned up. They are leadership and HR processes.  
 
MEG WHEATLEY said that in her conversations, she had heard employees say they don't feel 
they're being trained and developed properly, and that's a solvable issue, too.  She said she is now 
convinced that this is a highly motivated, dedicated work force working in what could be more of 
a meritocracy.  Of course people always complain about leaders. This is the quality of living in a 
bureaucracy.  How the processes and the HR are cleared of complications is the work ahead; and 
then just energizing those leaders who are already dedicated, yet dealing with pressures and stress. 
 
BELINDA FAUSTINOS offered that the thorniest issue in this could be how the NPS addresses 
performance.  In government it is especially difficult because there are Civil Service procedures to 
follow.  She said that in the end, you must have people who can work well organizationally.  The 
basic challenge in effecting needed changes is working within a large, established bureaucracy. 
    
DIRECTOR JARVIS stated that management was spending a lot of time trying to understand at a 
deep level the results of the Employee Viewpoint Survey.  We now have park by park, program 
by program data.  We aggregated it into the top 25 high scoring parks and programs and then the 
low scoring 25.  Some results were not surprising because we know there are parks that have gone 
through some tough times, difficult issues or poor leadership.  And then we spent a fair amount of 
energy analyzing what's the best of the high scorers.  What impact did budgets have on park 
survey results?  There are seven doctoral dissertations being written on this on specific parks and 
their issues. Of the 25 high scoring parks, some got budget increases, some did not.  It’s a mixture 
of small and large parks, natural and historical sites.  
 
To address the issue, leadership must focus on employees and show respect and care.  Engaging 
face to face with the employees is very important, as is empowerment, providing employees with  
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opportunities for involvement.  And, recognition for work accomplished and holding people 
accountable when they don't perform as well as those who do.  We have tasked leadership to 
attend to these actions.  He concluded saying there are very good people working on this.  The 
NPS has highly motivated employees who are frustrated by the bureaucracy and by a budgetary 
decline which has meant work can’t get done.  Employees want leadership to step up and help 
them.  This is a big part of our Centennial work, as well.  
 
RITA COLWELL observed, from the perspective of the University of Maryland that when an 
employee is not performing, the morass of regulations in our litigious society makes it almost 
impossible even to communicate the facts of non-performance.  You're unable to suggest, request, 
or even allude to retirement, because you can immediately engender a lawsuit.  It’s important to 
develop a modus operandi for dealing with recalcitrant employees who are well-versed in every 
detail related to defending their position, essentially to exploit the system. 
 
PAUL BARDACKE stated that lawyers and courts are oftentimes the villains.  This is not just a 
problem of the public sector or the national parks. In the private sector you can neither discipline 
nor fire people.  There's age and ethnic discrimination to deal with, and there are illnesses.  It's 
very difficult because of legal concerns to cull out people in organization’s who are retarding  
progress.   
 
REPORT OF THE URBAN COMMITTEE 
Committee Chair Belinda Faustinos  
 
BELINDA FAUSTINOS recalled that the Board’s 2012 Planning Committee report described 
urban communities as having unique characteristics requiring further investigation and 
recommended creating an urban committee.  She said it is estimated that roughly 90 percent of the 
U.S., population will be living in metropolitan areas by 2050; and with issues relating to 
education, science, health, and relevance, questions about how to operate successfully in these 
communities are of the highest concern to the NPS.  The Park Service needs to look not only at 
what's going to work today and in the next five years, but also envision the issues it must address 
50 years from now.  Conservation must be at the forefront of urban community thinking.  
Examples of where this is happening include San Francisco, New York, Los Angeles, and 
Chicago.    
 
The Board has stood up a 14-member Advisory Board Urban Committee that includes 
practitioners, academics, communications and health specialists, and elected officials all 
distinguished for their work in urban environments.  Two Committee members are representatives 
of the Metropolitan Greenspaces Alliance, a nationwide coalition of forces looking at issues like 
green infrastructure, transportation, and collaboration with park systems.  Essential to the 
Committee’s work will be collaboration with the Park Service’s Urban Matters initiative, which is 
developing an urban agenda and strategy.  The effectiveness of the Board’s effort will be 
dependent upon that relationship.  This is about not only the role of park units in and around 
metropolitan areas, but also of NPS programs which historically have not been deployed in 
tandem with park assets to be fully impactful and of maximum benefit to these communities.  
 
The Committee initiated its work by participating in a webinar in which the NPS urban team 
offered a briefing of its goals and activities, to date.  The first face-to-face meeting is scheduled  
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for June 6, when the Committee will get a further framing from NPS staff and develop an outline 
of specific tasks.  Central to its work will be supporting an NPS plan to select a number of “urban 
model” communities in which to test and demonstrate a broader application of its assets and 
higher degree of internal collaboration.    
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS reported that within the broader Department of Interior, there is growing 
interest in its urban presence.  The Secretary has tasked the bureaus to identify 50 cities in the 
nation where all our collective assets can be applied.  Fish and Wildlife Service has a lot of urban 
refuges.  They do a lot of grant making for habitat improvement.  The NPS does a fair amount of 
grant making through LWCF state side, and are engaged in communities through the organizing 
work of the Rivers/Trails Conservation Assistance Program.  The Department has never applied 
all of its assets and strategies and funding programs to specific outcomes.  He said the most 
innovative activity in the parks field right now is happening in urban spaces, whether it's the 
Highline in New York or Railroad Park in Birmingham, Alabama.  These are fascinating 
experiences in greenspace conservation and building, in connecting to diverse populations.   
 
REPORT OF THE PHILANTHROPY AND PARTNERSHIPS COMMITTEE 
Committee Chair Paul Bardacke 

 
PAUL BARDACKE reported that DIRECTOR JARVIS had recognized the need, as did others, to 
amend Directors Order 21 (DO 21), which outlines NPS policy related to donations and 
fundraising.  It has become long, detailed and so vague that people in the field don't know what 
they can or can't do, and has actually gotten in the way of fundraising.  And as philanthropy has 
grown more competitive there is a greater need, especially on the verge of launching the 
Centennial campaign, to make sure that we have meaningful partnerships, compete properly for 
philanthropic dollars, and that these regulations do not stand in the way of the necessary progress.    
 
A Philanthropy and Partnerships Committee has been established to study how to reward people 
in the philanthropic area for giving money.  Currently, we can’t have a name on a park bench, a 
brick on a walkway with a person's name, things that oftentimes people who give money want in 
exchange for their philanthropy.  The Committee has 15 members, including the head of 
philanthropy at Stanford University, the head of philanthropy at the University of Southern 
California, an executive from Coca Cola, and people who have a stake in making sure that the 
parks are protected and enhanced, and can operate into the next century.    
 
The Committee had its first meeting on April 29th in Washington, D.C., with a tour of Ford’s 
Theater National Historic Site.  Though a NPS entity, it has violated every possible rule of 
Directors Order 21 and done quite well, demonstrating innovations that have not been deferred 
because of Directors Order 21─ and examples of fundraising work of interest to the Service.  The 
Committee will meet five times in four months in Washington.  Members are participating at their 
own expense.  Our goal is to get Director Jarvis something to look at in October and something 
final in January so that we don't slow down the Centennial and we don't retard the process of 
raising money.  We had a very successful first meeting.  
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS offered that the NPS has been very conservative in recognizing donors, 
developing reciprocal partnerships and accepting risk.  Department attorneys review agreements 
where the NPS is partnering with an organization that is going to raise money for projects.  These  
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agreements are generally written very conservatively, so all the risk is placed on the partner and 
literally almost no risk incurred by the NPS or the federal government.  It’s not a good partnership 
when all the risk is on one partner.  He cited the experience of work to develop a cooperative 
agreement with Golden Gate Conservancy that developed into 80 pages and took five years to 
complete, this with an organization with a long successful track record with and for the NPS.  He 
observed that millennials have grown up in a brand aware society and are not offended by seeing 
a name or brand on something, as perhaps is our generation.  He said going forward, the NPS will 
not allow the renaming of natural features or mountains or Anasazi ruins after donors.  But we 
should recognize donor contributions in an appropriate way.  We’ve been all over the map on this 
issue and need this policy re-write to bring about some consistency and flexibility, a policy that 
makes the Park Service a great partnership organization in the future.  
 
PAUL BARDACKE concluded, saying lawyers in the Solicitor’s Office have been very helpful in 
providing information to the Committee.  This effort is just starting.    
 
 
■ THURSDAY, MAY 22, 2014 
 
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL NATURAL LANDMARKS COMMITTEE 
Committee Chair Judy Burke  

 
JUDY BURKE thanked the Members of the Committee for their work and commended former 
NPS NNL program manager Margie Brooks, who recently retired.  She recalled that there are 
approximately 596 properties.  At the last meeting the Board reviewed the Albany Pine Bush New 
York property, and that has been transmitted to the Secretary with the recommendation for 
designation as a National Natural Landmark.  There are currently about eight other properties that 
are being looked at either for inclusion in the program or for extension of boundary lines.  Though 
the NNL program is very small when viewed against the scope of the NPS, it is a very important 
program in trying to preserve those small properties that have distinct natural value to our history.  
She expressed the hope that its funding would be improved in the next few years.  She said 
recently there had been a cut in the budget from about a million dollars, and this was in 2006, 
down to $500,000.  Today the program is operating on skeletal funding, and the great hope is that 
this will change in the future.    
 
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS COMMITTEE 
Committee Chair Stephen Pitti 
 
STEPHEN PITTI expressed his appreciation for all the people involved in NHL committee work,   
particularly Lexi Lord, chief of the program, and her energetic staff in Washington, D.C., who 
would be participating in the day’s presentation by phone.  He said the Committee would be 
meeting next spring and act on a full slate of new proposals for Board consideration.  He said the 
Committee was involved in the new LGBT initiative, which included a roundtable with scholars 
on June 10 in Washington, D.C., and that an open public meeting is planned, as well.  To consider 
all the relevant questions regarding the NHL nomination process, a blue ribbon panel will be 
engaged.  Following on the Imperiled Promise report, the panel would consider the status of 
history in the National Park Service, functioning as a kind of historian’s advisory board to think 
about other issues related to how history is understood and taught, how it's communicated, and  
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how NPS staff is trained on issues related to history.  He concluded by introducing NPS Associate 
Director Stephanie Toothman to present the NHL Committee’s property nominations.     
 
Stephanie Toothman said she would also bring Members up to date on four different heritage 
initiatives, the American Latino Heritage Scholars panel, the Asian Pacific Islander Heritage 
Initiative (AAPI) that was being recommended to become a Committee of the board, the Women's 
History Initiative, and the LGBT initiative that will be formally launched at the end of May.  She 
said BELINDA FAUSTINOS would speak to the work of the Latino Heritage panel and 
MILTON CHEN, who she noted was participating by phone, had agreed to co-chair the AAPI.   
 
She said NHL landmarks identify significant issues that have led to these initiatives, which have 
inspired relevant publications, travel itineraries, and civic engagement opportunities.  Grassroots 
constituent participation is important to ensure sustainability.  She said the NHL staff played a 
critical role in getting the initial American Latino Heritage Initiative off the ground.  She called 
attention to new support partnerships with the University of Michigan, Brown University, and the 
University of Central Florida to train graduate students in public history and in the process and 
intent of the Landmarks program.  These collaborations are creating a cadre of trained historians, 
architectural historians, archeologists to participate in this work going forward into the future.  
She identified a graduate class at the University of Maryland, where students updated the 
nomination for Wye House on Maryland's eastern shore to include the nationally significant story 
and archeology of the enslaved Americans who lived there, along with a full discussion of the role 
Wye House played in shaping Frederick Douglass's career. This is part of the larger NPS effort to 
look at the already existing NHL nominations, realizing that many of them are from a different era 
of scholarship and emphasis, and to look at those stories that weren't captured in the original 
nominations to tell a more complete story of the people who lived there, the communities, and the 
history that they were part of.   
 
She said the first nomination being presented was the Lydia Pinkham House,  nominated under 
NHL Criterion 1 one for its association with broad patterns in American history, specifically the 
practice of medicine during the 19th century, the production of marketing of patent medicines, the 
emergence of modern advertising, and the regulation of medicine.  The house is also significant 
under NHL Criterion 2 for its association with Lydia Pinkham, the creator and marketer of Lydia 
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, one of the most widely available and best known patent 
medicines of the Victorian era.  The Pinkham Company's marketing broke new ground by using a 
carefully crafted image of Pinkham as a promotional tool.  In 1906, controversies surrounding 
questions about the content of such marketed products combined with the advocacy of concerned 
Americans resulted in the passage of the Food and Drug Act 
 
The next property presented under Criteria 1 and 4 was the St. Charles Line located in New 
Orleans, which spans the physical center of the city, measuring 13.4 total miles with a single trip 
between 6.5 and 6.75 miles.  Recognizing the need to provide more regular and efficient service, 
the New Orleans and Carrollton Railroad began experimenting with new technologies, eventually 
settling on an overhead electrified wire system.  The newly electrified route was renamed the 
St. Charles Line in February 1893, when it took its first passenger trip.  From 1893 onward, the 
St. Charles entered a period of almost uninterrupted service along St. Charles and Carrollton 
Avenues.  Following the line's successful example, other streetcar lines throughout New Orleans 
converted to the overhead electrified wire system, and by the 1920s, the city had dozens of these  
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streetcar lines.  The St. Charles Line is an outstanding representation of street railroad technology 
from the 1890s to the 1920s, the period when streetcars reached the peak of their popularity. 
 
Two nominations were presented under Criterion 2 for their association with specific individuals. 
 
The Perkins Homestead in Newcastle, Maine, under Criterion 2 for its association with 
Frances Perkins, the driving force behind programs enacted during the New Deal period, and 
which we still rely on today.  Perkins considered Social Security her proudest achievement, but it 
was far from her only accomplishment.  While living in New York's Greenwich Village, she 
witnessed one of the worst industrial accidents in American history, the infamous Triangle 
Shirtwaist Factory fire of 1911, in which 146 workers, mostly young women, lost their lives.  Her 
outrage at this avoidable incident led her to become the staff director of the Committee on Safety, 
a citizens group lobbying for fire safety codes, and improving working conditions in New York.  
She became a factory investigator, an expert witness, and ultimately was appointed by governors 
Al Smith and Franklin D. Roosevelt to a succession of positions in state, and ultimately the 
federal government as the first woman cabinet officer.   
 
The next property was Eagle Island, nominated under Criterion 2 for its association with Admiral 
Robert E. Peary.  Between 1886 and 1909, Robert E. Peary led multiple expeditions to the Arctic 
region.  In 1909, Peary accompanied by his assistant Matthew Henson and four Inuit from 
northwest Greenland, claimed the North Pole on behalf of the United States.  Peary's quest for the 
pole was part of an international competition to reach the top of the world first, and his success 
was regarded as highly important to the nation's interest.  Eagle Island is the property that Peary 
owned, and/or inhabited for the longest period of his life.  The house he constructed here also 
served as home for his family during his Arctic expeditions and their aftermath.  Peary called 
Eagle Island his promised land, and Robert E. Peary Jr., in an oft-quoted statement reflected the 
importance of Eagle Island to his father and family 
 
Five nominations are being presented under NHL Criterion 4.  These five nominations are for 
sites associated with landscape architecture, architecture and engineering.  
 
Baltusrol Golf Club is being nominated under NHL Criterion 4 for its landscape architecture.  It 
is the seminal work of a master golf architecture, Albert Warren Tillinghast.  It was created in an 
era dominated by British designers who often tried to recreate English and Scottish courses or 
holes in their commissions in the U.S., generally by moving massive amounts of earth to create 
the course. Tillinghast departed from those approaches letting the lay of the land dictate the 
routing of the course, only occasionally moving earth to enhance nature.  Alterations to the 
courses have been made over the years, primarily in anticipation of major golf tournaments.  
However, none of the changes have altered Tillinghast's original design concepts or whole layout, 
and recent restoration has reinstated features,  
 
The next property, The Research Studio in Maitland, Florida, is an outstanding example of 20th 
century Mayan Revival-Art Deco architecture in the United States.  It is being nominated under 
NHL criterion four.  It was completed under the guidance of Jules Andre Smith with funding from 
his patron, Mary Louise Curtis Bok.  With Bok's backing, Smith established a research studio on 
his property in Maitland, where he had built a small private gallery.  Bok and Smith created a 
cloistered art colony consisting of two separate sites near Lake Sybelia, the research studio  
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portion and the smaller garden chapel portion across the street to the south.  More than 200 reliefs, 
carvings, and sculptures can be found here with the profusion of customized art incorporated into 
the buildings and landscape.  Each piece was created and erected onsite by artist/architect  
J. Andre Smith, in-resident artist.  
 
The next property, the General Motors Technical Center in Warren, Michigan, is being 
presented under NHL criterion four.  The General Motors Technical Center is nationally 
significant as one of the most important works of architect Eero Saarinen.  The Technical Center 
marks Saarinen's emergence into the international stage as an important designer independent of 
his work with his father, Eliel.  The Tech Center campus represents Saarinen's work not just as a 
creator of buildings, but as a planner and designer of total environments.  At the Technical Center, 
Saarinen worked on the campus's buildings and their material details, orchestrating and 
overseeing the construction, landscape, and even the selection of furniture and furnishings and 
artwork.  The Technical Center is also significant as the first of five nationally influential Saarinen 
suburban corporate campuses that set the design standard for new landscape and architectural type 
that represented a sea change in American building facilities.   
 
The next two nominations are covered bridges presented under NHL Criterion 4 for their 
engineering.  They are part of a larger study of covered bridges conducted by the Historic 
American Engineering Record. Some of the funding to support the study comes from the Federal 
Highways Administration, which is illustrious of many agreements that the Historic American 
Engineering Record has pursued over the years with NASA, FHA, and others, DOT as a larger 
entity, state DOTs, to document our industrial heritage.  At one time nearly 10,000 covered 
bridges dotted the American landscape.  Today, there are fewer than 690 historic covered bridges.   
 
Duck Creek Aqueduct in Metamora, Indiana, is a rare and unique surviving structure of the 
American canal system, an important mode of transportation in the early to mid-19th century.  
Duck Creek is an outstanding example of Theodore Burr's 1817 truss patent, and scholars agree 
that is also an exemplary example of 19th century covered bridge construction overall. The 
second bridge we are submitting was constructed in 1880. 
 
Brown Bridge in Shrewsbury, Vermont is an exceptionally fine example of 19th century covered 
bridge construction.  It is also one of the most outstanding examples of a Town lattice truss, a 
nationally significant timber bridge truss type.  Brown Bridge clearly exhibits the distinctive 
features of the town lattice truss type, a series of overlapping diagonal planks fastened together 
with tree nails to form a lattice web.   
 
The next nomination is an expansion of the sites the Board previously reviewed associated with 
Andrew Wyeth.  In 2011, the Kuerner Farm in Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania was designated under 
NHL Criterion 2 for its association with the internationally renowned artist Andrew Wyeth.  
Kuerner Farm served as the inspiration for many of Andrew Wyeth's paintings from 1933 until his 
death in 2009.  Updated documentation, a boundary expansion, and a name change are being 
presented for this property.  These changes will allow for the inclusion of the Andrew Wyeth 
Studio.  Andrew Wyeth’s art features the people and places of Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania and 
coastal Maine.  His ability to take the familiar and use it to communicate universal meanings 
brought his work acclaim throughout the world.  During his long career, Wyeth's exhibitions 
beginning with his first one-man show at the Macbeth Gallery in New York when he was just 20,  
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attracted significant crowds and attention. Today his studio possesses a high degree of historic 
integrity.  The proposed property is to expand the original nomination. 
 
The next two properties are de-designations. 
 
The first is for the Eight-Foot High Speed Tunnel in Hampton (City), Virginia, which was a 
significant example of the research facilities created by the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics, NACA, parent agency of NASA.  The tunnel was the first continuous flow, high-
speed wind tunnel able to test large models and actual working parts of airplanes.  This property 
was completely demolished in 2011, and NASA has requested that this property be de-designated.     
NASA does not believe it has a responsibility to maintain the historic properties that have gained 
significance because of the achievements they represent, and so we have been working with them 
to ensure again through the Historic American Engineering Record, that there's a permanent 
record in the Library of Congress collections of these facilities. 
 
The second de-designation is another tunnel, a Full Scale 30- by-60 Foot Tunnel in Hampton 
(City), Virginia,  built by NACA Design to test large-scale and full-scale aircraft at actual flight 
speeds.  During its 64 years in operation, it contributed to the design of an entirely new generation 
of aircraft.  And almost all World War II fighters were tested in what was then the world's largest 
wind tunnel.  So those are the two de-designation requests. 
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS asked if the fact that the tunnels were NHLs have any impact on their being 
demolished, and was the NPS engaged to prevent their demolition.  Stephanie Toothman 
responded that designation as NHLs provides a higher level of visibility and level of protection 
under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, which requires federal agencies to 
seek comments on proposed undertakings, permits, projects, that could impact a site eligible or 
listed on the National Register.  When an NHL is involved, then it specifically calls upon the 
secretary to also comment on the proposal.  Stephanie Toothman said that part of the way we 
weighed in on these two properties was the agreement that we have with NASA to document 
these buildings before they were de-designated.  Another one that we've been working on is K-25, 
which was a massive component of the Oak Ridge site, in the development of the Manhattan 
Project, and that we're continuing to work with them on how they're going to interpret that site 
now that it's been demolished.  Ultimately it is the federal agency that makes the final decision as 
to what the disposition of the property is going to be, if they own it; or whether the project is 
going to go forward and with what mitigation─as determined in consultation with all the 
interested parties.  It can't prevent a structure from being demolished, or an NHL from being 
demolished.  But it does definitely raise its visibility.   
 
Stephanie Toothman said the last property to consider is the SS Badger (Car Ferry), which was 
presented to the Board in 2011.  The Landmarks Committee recommended this nomination for 
designation with the caveat that its owners were involved in negotiations with EPA over the 
functioning of the engine.  The Badger is the last of the Great Lakes Car Ferries in operation, but 
the issue revolved about its machinery, the last surviving and intact power plant of its type. The 
EPA had decreed that its operations stop because the power plant did not meet the pollution, anti-
pollution requirements for operating vessels.  Concluding an agreement with EPA, the Committee 
received notification that new requirements had been met, the recommendation to the Board is the 
nomination go forward.    
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PAUL BARDACKE invited two individuals who were attending the meeting on behalf of the 
Badger recommendation to introduce themselves and offer their views.  William Worden said he 
was the former Director of Historic Designation for the city of Detroit, now retired a consultant in 
the area of preservation and maritime history.  He said that some years ago, he had prepared a 
national register nomination for the Badger which was approved.  Its owners wanted to proceed to 
national historic landmark, and he prepared the documentation.  He said her power plant is so 
significant that it was already recognized as an engineering landmark by the American Society of 
Engineers as long ago as 1996.  The engines are now completely unique, except for those in her 
sister ship, the Spartan, which has not operated since 1979, and has served as a parts depot for the 
Badger.  So the sister ship will never operate with those engines again, cannot.  The Badger also 
is a very valued commodity for the two communities that she serves, very much a part of 
community life, very much loved by the community she serves.  
 
Don Clingan introduced himself as one of the owners of the Badger and said they had been 
working very closely with the EPA to determine how to solve the issue of the engine’s ash 
disposal, and an agreement had been reached.  The legal document that governs that is a consent 
decree, and they are in compliance with its terms which direct the elimination of ash discharge by 
the beginning of the 2015 sailing season.  He said that over a million dollars was required to do 
the first phase of that ash retention system, which would improve the efficiency of the ship.  In the 
winter of 2014 and 2015, the system will be installed and will be operational at the beginning of 
the 2015 season.  The last investment of over $2 million is all being done at the risk of the private 
sector, but with tremendous support from their employees, their communities and the millions of 
passengers that have ridden the Badger in the past. 
 
MILTON CHEN then reported on the work that was proceeding to recognize the contributions of 
Asian American Pacific Islanders, saying that the Board and the Organization of American 
Historians had been working together to complete an AAPI Heritage theme study.  He identified 
Franklin Odo, an AAPI scholar and formerly the Director of the Smithsonian’s AAPI program, as 
chairman of the current effort.  He said writers had been commissioned to carry out the study on 
certain themes vital to the history of Asian Pacific Americans and the themes were:  immigration, 
politics, culture, and the arts.  He announced that the Wing Luke Museum in Seattle had joined in 
partnership to support the effort.  The schedule was to stand-up an exhibit and host a conference 
in Washington later in 2014, prepare a publication by the summer for the general public about 
AAPI heritage and sites and to complete the formal study next year. With documentation to be 
developed there will be identification, evaluation, and nomination of AAPI sites for designation.   
 
BELINDA FAUSTINOS presented an update on the American Latino Heritage Initiative, saying 
a scholars panel conference call was planned to discuss potential future site nominations and 
strategies to attracting diverse audiences, and that a date of June 2nd had been established for the 
panel’s next meeting.  She reported on her recent presentation to the California State Park 
Commission about the initiative, where she encouraged blending this work within the State to 
broaden current efforts.  An offer of matching funds has been made by a local L.A. county 
supervisor to consider a specific nomination for the Chicano Moratorium Walk, a significant 
Latino civil rights historical event.  She said exciting opportunities were developing to attract 
audiences that typically don't engage with the park system, specifically the National Congress of 
La Raza which sponsors thousands of participants to look at issues relative to Latinos.  Exhibits 
had been developed that will be helpful to do rollouts of the theme study.  A Google site with  
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theme study information was in development by the NPS I&E function.  She asked STEVE PITTI 
to speak to a recent PBS special on Latinos in America in which he and fellow panel members had 
participated.     
 
STEVE PITTI said he had served as a consultant in developing the program and was a talking 
head contributing to the program’s narrative.  He said the program addressed work of the theme 
study and got national attention, recently winning a Peabody Award.   
 
Alexandra Lord provided an update on the 1956 TWA crash site nomination and reported a high 
level of media interest and several Freedom of Information Act requests to which the NPS was 
giving close attention to ensure the site was properly protected.  Stephanie Toothman thanked the 
Board for asking the NPS to hold the nomination until extra efforts had been made to contact 
members of the families.  She said many were contacted and with the Board’s permission the 
nomination was forwarded to the Secretary and has been designated a National Historic 
Landmark.   
 
Stephanie Toothman reported on the status of the Women's History and the LGBT initiatives, 
saying the Women's History initiative was a cross-cutting effort in that focusing on gender it 
would be addressing concerns that were not fully explored in the Latino theme study.  This 
initiative, building on a study originally done in the nineties, was being done in partnership with 
the National Collaborative for Women's History sites.  It focuses not only on additional national 
historic landmarks, but also, through the I&E program, on a series of webinars for interpreters 
telling stories about women and families in individual parks.  The LGBTQ study is underway with 
a Ph.D., student developing a framework to be presented to a scholars’ roundtable that 
STEVE PITTI will chair on June 10 in Washington.  She said there was great interest and support 
from the Department and the White House for this effort, and the announcement that will be made 
about it will also include a very substantial contribution from a foundation to help carry it out.    
 
She reported further that the NPS had funded a publication on progress in telling the stories of a 
more varied group of participants in the Civil War, a collection of essays by leading scholars on 
the Civil War.  Also, the NPS had published a companion handbook on Hispanics in the Civil 
War and funded development of a handbook on Asian Americans in the Civil War.  She said the 
NPS is in partnership with the American Indian Native Alaskan Travel Association to publish a 
study on American Indians in the Civil War, and a roundtable was planned at the beginning of 
June with a group of scholars on the Reconstruction era in American history.  
 
PAUL BARDACKE thanked LEONORE BLITZ for participating in the meeting by phone thus 
helping the Board constitute a quorum.  He asked for a motion to approve the NHL Committee 
recommendations.  A motion was offered and seconded and the Board voted unanimous approval 
to send the nominations and other actions forward.                                                             
 
REPORT ON THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE VALUATION STUDY 
Dr. John Loomis, Professor, Department of Agricultural and Cultural Resources, Colorado State 
University; and Dr. Bruce Peacock, National Park Service; Mr. Adam Banasiak, Graduate Study, 
Harvard Kennedy School, Harvard University 
 
John Loomis introduced Michelle Haefele, a post doc at Colorado State University working on the  
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economic valuation study, and Adam Banasiak, a Harvard Kennedy School student working on 
the valuation case studies.  He recalled that this effort was to value not only the park units but also 
NPS programs unrelated to the mission of park operations.  He said the study is to assess what 
economists call total economic value, which included use, existence, and bequest values, which is 
the value these places provide to future generations.  The study involves a random sample general 
public survey, one of the few that's been done that is not a visitor survey.  The purpose of the case 
studies is to illuminate and to illustrate the values identified in the survey.  He said the study 
describes the NPS programs as community work that addresses recreation, education, and historic 
site preservation.  In the pilot work, to date, education programming in the parks and in our 
communities has turned out to be considered one of the highest mission values.  He said we are 
looking to see if all these values are commensurate and consistent with the measurement of values 
for other goods and services.  We are measuring willingness and ability to pay, that is what one 
would give up for that resource.  Willingness to pay is about prices, and it is different than 
economic impacts.  The MGM money generation model is about what visitors spend, the cost of 
visitors, and what that spending creates in ripple effects in the community.  But that's not what 
economists, nor OMB or the Department of Interior call economic value.  One of the tried-and-
true methods of measurement since the sixties is the contingent valuation method, CVM for short. 
In our study, we're using the contingent valuation approach, as well as choice experiments, a term 
used in marketing new products.  Before you go out and make a new product, you want to know 
what attributes people value and would be willing to pay for.  Non market valuation economists 
have used this approach to get at the value of attributes.  It's well-suited for our study because 
each type of park has different attributes.  Historic sites are quite different than the big natural 
resource-based parks.  And it is the same with the programs, which address different and distinct 
categories of outcomes, for example providing educational/learning opportunities, developing 
recreation sites, and recognizing historic resources through the National Register.  For purposes of 
the study, we did some grouping of the programs. 
 
John Loomis said his report that day was focused on the study’s pilot survey.  Eight focus groups 
around the country were done to make sure that the survey and questions and visual aids were 
clear to people, and the questions we developed were peer reviewed.  Next, we intend to test 
conduct actual survey modes, both via the internet and paper surveys. They are elaborate surveys 
asking people different questions about their willingness to pay.  In the questions, we varied 
hypothetical levels of park and program cuts looking at responses to park reductions (at this point, 
PowerPoint slides were used to demonstrate how data from the pilot survey was organized, 
presented and analyzed.)  He said that a great deal of information was secured from the pilot, with 
only 14 percent of respondents saying they wouldn't pay the dollar amount they were asked to 
pay.  A third would pay at least $15 or more up to $115, with at least half of that group willing to 
pay $115.  Only 16 percent wouldn’t pay for any.  People may have recognized that cuts to 
programs could be reversed, whereas once you were to sell parkland, it could be developed into 
resorts, business parks, and second home subdivisions.  We laid out what's the future would be 
with and without these assets.  This is all privately funded through donations. We're hoping in the 
near future to get money from the Turner Foundation.  We will be presenting the study for 
feedback among professional economists this summer in Denver at the Western Economic 
Association International.   
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS said the NPS was very supportive of the valuation study and he thought it 
was going to be a seminal piece of work.  When NPS economic reports are rolled out they get  
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enormous public attention, with literally thousands of articles covering the story.  This study 
looking at the total economic value is going to be an incredibly important tool going forward, 
helping us make our argument with OMB and Congress.      
 
BELINDA FAUSTINOS suggested that it would be helpful for Board Members to know who 
would be the project contact to facilitate introductions to potential funders, and a copy of the 
PowerPoint presentation would be useful.  John Loomis offered that he and LINDA BILMES 
were very willing and available to visit any foundation interested in the study. 
BELINDA FAUSTINOS said there were two major foundations located in Durango, Pew Trust 
and the Weiss Foundation, that should be interested in this kind of work.   
 
PAUL BARDACKE invited Adam Banasiak to speak to his work on valuation case studies.   
Adam Banasiak advised that this effort was part of his master's thesis and he had worked with a 
group of five people, Robbie Blanco, Marshall Davidson, Matt Morgan, and Irene Yu at Saguaro 
and Ellis Island on identifying different kinds of park values.  Recently, he had worked principally 
at the Everglades looking at how that park adds value through ecosystem services, specifically 
carbon sequestration, the process by which carbon dioxide is taken out of the atmosphere through 
plants and other holdings, which helps avoid climate damages.  He said he had cobbled together a 
method to figure out the total tonnage of carbon sequestered on NPS holdings and the total dollar 
value that this represented using preexisting, federally-created, peer-reviewed, available data sets.   
He looked at Everglades and Saguaro and applied the method to both.  He said Everglades has a 
very high potential for carbon sequestration as the third-largest national park in the continental 
United States at 1.3 million acres, an environment that's very wet and warm and plant growth 
there is abundant.  At Saguaro, a smaller park with an environment that's very dry and there is 
substantially less plant growth, there is low potential for carbon sequestration.    
 
He said that in developing the picture of the two parks, the team worked with the national land use 
database which identifies what’s in every 30-meter pixel in the United States and labels this data 
in some 200 different categories.  The USGS provided data on the sequestration rates for the 
different climate ecosystems in the U.S.  With this data and knowing the boundaries of the parks 
we could estimate the sequestration volumes.  At Saguaro there's about 25,000 tons of carbon 
sequestered every year, and at Everglades about 3 million tons per year.  These parks, with quite 
different resources and climates, are bookends of the very highest and the lowest sequestration 
rates.  USGS reports also provided predictions for the next 50 years under climate change 
scenarios, and we found a big drop-off at Saguaro, because it gets much drier and there's much 
increased risk of fire, in an already marginal environment.   
 
Using information on the social cost of carbon we found that the low estimate cost of one ton of 
carbon in the atmosphere is $36.  So, if you release a ton of carbon into the atmosphere it's 
causing $36 in this low case of damage.  We have made a simple assumption and releasing it costs 
$36.  Then, if we're taking it out of the atmosphere, we should be assigned $36 of benefit.  So if 
you just multiply those tons by the 36, you can estimate that Saguaro is doing about a million 
dollars of carbon sequestration a year in benefit, and Everglades is doing about a little over 100 
million carbon sequestration a year.  If you compare these figures to park budgets, you can see 
that in the case of Saguaro 25 percent of the park budget is supplied in value by that one 
ecosystem service alone.  And then at Everglades, it's about three times the total budget is 
supplied in value by that ecosystem service.  What does that tonnage from Everglades mean in  
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something that's not dollars?  It's about 9,000 homes, or about half of all of Miami-Dade's 
emissions from transit.  So Miami-Dade County is Miami and all the other suburbs and exurbs, 
and it's one of the top ten largest counties in the United States, so that's actually a really large 
amount.   
 
Naysayers would say that's great, but all that value isn't being created on behalf of the National 
Park Service at all, that is the result of the land just growing.  But, you have to start thinking about 
what would happen if the National Park Service wasn't there, if this land were developed and not 
left in its natural state.  And, this is just one ecosystem service that Everglades National Park 
provides.  Even though this has a lot of value, it's just the tip of the ecosystem service value 
iceberg for all the different services that each ecosystem and park provides.  Some are easier to 
valuate than others, but there are other ecosystem services you could identify with the same sort 
of simple preexisting data.     
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS shared that the Park Service has been working on climate change for a long 
time, and being able to quantify the role we play in carbon sequestration is incredibly important.  
He said we're now developing relatively simple tools through GIS and the evaluation of 
sequestration based on eco type, to calculate for the entire park system the amount of carbon 
sequestration occurring across all our different habitat types.  Even beyond, would be to look at all 
our land management agencies, the lands in wilderness, wildlife refuges and the like, to use this 
information to drive future conservation efforts.  Historically, we have set aside properties for 
their visual quality rather than thinking about them from a climate standpoint.   
 
REPORT OF THE NPS CENTENNIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Alexa Viets, NPS Centennial Coordinator (by telephone)  
 
Alexa Viets said she was reporting for Committee Chairperson Gretchen Long, who wale to 
attend the Board meeting.  She said that since the Advisory Board last met, the Committee met 
once by conference call and will meet in person in June.  The Committee is focused on three 
areas.  First, it is providing feedback on the development of Centennial marketing and the public 
engagement plans, which included development of the Centennial logo.  The second area of 
attention has been to help refine a list of signature national events and projects. Finally, the 
Committee is in discussions about how the members, who represent various sectors of the broader 
national parks community, can be an active part of campaign and what tools are needed to do so.  
She said the Committee had reviewed the early concept materials that present the “Find Your 
Park” concept developed by Grey Advertising.  This theme is meant to be a broad umbrella that 
will appeal to the entire parks community. The intent is to redefine parks to include the breadth 
and diversity of the park, recreation and preservation movement.  So, rather than the traditional 
public understanding that “park” refers to a big, Western landscape such as Yellowstone or 
Yosemite, the word is used to include the breadth of the Park System and public lands, all 
conservation and preservation systems, protected and preserved natural and culture spaces, 
whether state, local, or federal, and specifically the work that we do in communities with our 
partners.  So, a park can mean a national heritage area, or a National Register site, or a local trail. 
The intent is to create a campaign that can be carried via many platforms, by many partners, and 
drive home a much bigger message.  
 
The final Centennial logo was presented to the Committee’s steering group in April and the  
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feedback was positive. The logo would be among the tools to provide to NPS partners not only to 
show their support and participation in the campaign, but also to create awareness across a broad 
spectrum of events and programs that could be associated with the centennial anniversary.  A 
Committee next step will be to refine further how the logo is used. The logo projects 2016 in bold 
and large font, with the zero replaced by the silhouette of the arrowhead in a bright, more 
celebratory green color than the traditional NPS green. Underneath 2016 are the words in smaller 
font that it read: National Park Service and Centennial.  The arrowhead silhouette is part of a 
larger graphic family using that shape, which is intended to be evocative of the National Park 
Service without specifically prescribing the meaning, a graphic representation that the park idea 
can mean many things.   
 
The second Committee focus area has been to concentrate on the many layers of activities and 
events that will happen with our partners.  The Committee has advised in refining a very large list 
to a much smaller working list of proposed signature national events and programs that will be the 
primary focus for NPS resources and support at the national level.  The third piece of Committee 
work has been offer guidance to frame what is it that each constituent area within the parks 
community can do to carry messages, what tools can do that effectively, where they carry the 
most influence.  Looking ahead, the Committee will continue to offer input in refining the creative 
work.  In the next meeting, it will have a concentrated discussion about developing a Centennial 
toolkit and what NPS’s many partners are developing by way of events, special programs, films, 
and publications.  It will also explore some of the legislative and advocacy work of the parks 
community around the centennial, what those key messages are, and how those efforts are moving 
forward to dovetail with other messages.     
 
REPORT OF THE EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
Committee Chair Milton Chen 
 
MILTON CHEN highlighted the 21st Century Interpretive Skills report produced as a partnership 
between the Education Committee and NPS.  He said the heart of the report is to bring to the NPS 
and its interpretive programs the same sort of understanding that we're now trying to bring to 
schools, that teachers are no longer the single source of information, but rather a guide to multiple 
sources of information and learning.  We'd like to see rangers playing more of that role, to take 
into account the broad interests of a more diverse range of learners in the parks, not just by socio-
economic background or culture, but also in age.  We’re talking about lifelong learning, about 
interpretative programs addressing learners of all ages, from preschool all the way up through our 
senior citizens.  The report also talks about the importance of creating partnerships to bring 
multiple sources of expertise to interpretative work, including materials for use in schools and 
colleges and universities, working in partnerships at the national level and at the state and local 
regional level, as well.  The report talks about the role of new media and technology, and how 
courses are coming into schools.  We are advocating for the NPS to do more to harness the power 
of digital media.  The report references programs such as digital storytelling, where students and 
learners of all ages in the national parks can use some of these tools to create their own story of 
their learning in the national parks.  He asked that the Advisory Board accept the report and that it 
be formally transmitted to Director Jarvis.    
 
BELINDA FAUSTINOS complimented MILTON CHEN and the authors of the report, saying it 
will add immeasurably to the vision of the NPS for 2016 and the new centennial.  She said the  
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work was on the cutting edge in emphasizing the importance of engaging broadly with 
communities of interest to promote learning.    
 
STEVE PITTI offered that the report was visionary, and that he loved the focus on lifelong 
learning, and what the digital revolution might mean for the future of lifelong learning and for 
globalization.     
 
DIRECTOR JARVIS said the report gives the NPS both vision and practical application and that 
it is not only to our employees, but also our partners engaged in education.    
 
After these comments the Advisory Board voted unanimously to accept and transmit to the 
Director the Education Committee’s Interpretive Skills Vision Paper.    
 
MILTON CHEN advised that the NPS and Education Committee were organizing a business 
planning exercise, saying it’s time to take a more business-like approach to addressing the many 
opportunities for learning, prioritize them and get more creative about revenue sources beyond 
philanthropy, park fees, and the typical current sources of revenue.  He said the Golden Gate 
Institute, part of the National Parks Conversancy, where he is a trustee, would be assisting with 
the planning process.  He said the Committee was also considering an event to spotlight education 
during the Centennial, and specifically model programs, and that this might be done around the 
country on a single day.  He said this could become an annual event.  He said pilot work on the 
concept is considered to kick things off in 2015, with a full launch in 2016.  He reported that the 
Committee is thinking about developing with the NPS what is currently being called a scholars’ 
summit, the idea inspired by such an Advisory Board sponsored event some years ago around 
history and culture.  The National Geographic Society has expressed an interest in partnering on 
the summit, and Committee representatives are in discussions with Gary Knell, the new CEO of 
the National Geographic Society, which has done a number of TED-Education like events.  
MILTON CHEN reported that the Committee was working with the NPS education staff around 
the integration with the Common Core state standards and the next generation science standards, 
which are national standards, to demonstrate how parks can serve school districts as they move 
towards the Common Core.  
 
STEVE PITTI asked if consideration had been given to working with the larger national charter 
school organizations, given that their networks could help extend these messages and filter down 
particularly to urban schools in different states.  MILTON CHEN thought that was a good idea, 
saying the best charter schools were doing project-based learning and moving towards the kind of 
innovative curriculum that others are advocating.    
 
REPORT OF THE SCIENCE COMMITTEE 
Committee Chair Rita Colwell 
 
DR. COLWELL recalled that the Committee’s report, Revisiting Leopold: Resource Stewardship 
in the National Parks, was adopted by the board in July 2012, and presented to Director Jarvis in 
August of 2012.  She said Director Jarvis had created an implementation team of field and senior 
NPS leaders to consider the report’s recommendations and identify those to convert into NPS 
policy guidance.  She reported that the Committee would be adding several new members to 
support the next task requested of the Board by Director Jarvis:  to assess the kind of scientific  
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information the NPS needs to respond to the impact of the proposed Pebble Mine in southwest 
Alaska on the Bristol Bay watershed, Lake Clark National Park and Preserve, and the Katmai 
National Park and Preserve. The permitting process is in an on-again/off-again planning phase and 
the NPS has a consultative role in the project, which is subjected to state and federal review.   
Secondly, the Committee will collaborate with the National Landmarks program staff on 
recommendations to recognize the nation’s scientific achievements within the National Park 
System.  She said the existing Historic Landmarks and National Register properties were 
incomplete in not recognizing famous scientists and scientific achievement that had contributed to 
our nation's history.  She reiterated that it was very important for the NPS to broaden its 
connection with professional societies, such as the American Chemical Society, the American 
Physics Society, the American Society for Microbiology, the American Institute of Biological 
Sciences, the Social Sciences Society, and the Math Society, all of which have committees on 
education and history, even history centers, like the Chemical Heritage Museum in Philadelphia, 
which speaks to the critical importance of chemistry to U.S., economy and national security.  
Some sites already established, like the Joseph Priestly home in Pennsylvania, could be easily 
embraced by the NPS.  DIRECTOR JARVIS encouraged emphasis on recognizing women 
scientists and minorities, to which RITA COLWELL confirmed this was a priority.   
 
OTHER BUSINESS 
 
No other business was discussed.   
 
OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC COMMENT 

 
No member of the public offered comment.    
 
SCHEDULING FUTURE MEETINGS 
 
Loran Fraser said the next meeting of the Board would be October 23 and 24, 2014, at Grand 
Canyon National Park.  He said that no dates had been determined for meetings in 2015, but that 
staff would be surveying Members about their availabilities.  No meeting sites had been selected.    
 
MEG WHEATLEY offered that she felt honored to be part of this Board and she relished how 
much the group was interested in each other's work and how Members learned from one another.  
This was, she said, unprecedented in her own professional career in meetings with other thought 
leaders, that at every meeting of the Board she is struck that its work is such a worthy cause.  She 
noted that the reason it was easy for Members to invite their colleagues to participate, for the NPS 
to use these networks and to attract so many outside interests to support its work was that its 
mission is of such great value.     
  
ADJOURNMENT 
 
There being no further business, PAUL BARDACKE thanked Members for their work and 
adjourned the meeting.  
 
SUMMARY OF DECISIONS AND ACTIONS─page 27 
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National Park System Advisory Board 

SUMMARY OF DECISIONS/ACTIONS 

May 21-22, 2014 
 

1. The Board approved recommendations from its National Historic Landmarks Committee 
that the following properties be sent to the Secretary of the Interior with the Board’s 
recommendations that they be designated National Historic Landmarks. 
• Lydia Pinkham House, Lynn MA 
• The St. Charles Line, New Orleans, LA 
• Perkins Homestead, Newcastle, MA 
• Eagle Island (The Admiral Robert E. Peary Summer Home), Harpswell, ME 
• Baltusrol Golf Club, Springfield, NJ 
• The Research Studio (Maitland Art Center), Maitland, FL 
• General Motors Technical Center, Warren, MI 
• Duck Creek Aqueduct, Metamora, Franklin County, IN 
• Brown Bridge, Shrewsbury, VT 

 
2. The Board approved the recommendation of its National Historic Landmarks Committee 

that the Secretary of the Interior accept a boundary change, updated documentation, and 
name change for the following National Historic Landmark:  
• Andrew Wyeth Studio and Kuerner Farm, Chadds Ford, PA 
 

3. The Board approved the National Historic Landmarks Committee recommendation that 
the Secretary of the Interior withdraw Landmark designation for the following properties:  
• Eight-Foot High Speed Tunnel, Hampton (City), VA 
• Full Scale 30- x 60-Foot Tunnel, Hampton (City), VA 
 

4. At a prior meeting of the National Historic Landmarks Committee on November 8-10, 
2011, the Committee recommended that the Board recommend that the Secretary 
designate the following property as a National Historic Landmark.  Issues concerning the 
use of the property have been resolved and the Board approved sending it forward for 
designation: 
• SS Badger (Car Ferry), Ludington, MI 

 
5. The Board accepted the report of its Education Committee, Interpretive Skills Vision 

Paper, for transmittal to the Director of the National Park Service. 

 



http://www.nps.gov/nhl/news/spring2014mtg.htm










































































http://www.nps.gov/nr/travel/El_Camino_Real_de_Tierra_Adentro/


































National Park System Advisory Board 
STRENGTHENING NPS SCIENCE AND RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP 

October 23-24, 2014 
 

Task  
 
The primary purpose of the Advisory Board’s Science Committee, chaired by Member 
Rita Colwell, is to provide advice on issues of science policy and programs, and natural 
and cultural resource management.  
 
The Committee was tasked to revisit the 1963 Leopold Report, and prepare a new 
Advisory Board report focused on recommending changes in NPS science and resource 
policy and programs.  The Committee’s report Revisiting Leopold: Resource Stewardship 
in the National Parks was adopted by the Advisory Board in July 2012, and presented to 
NPS Director Jarvis in August of that year.  This report describes current activities and 
new tasks assigned to the Committee. 
 
Current Activities 
 
Director Jarvis has created an NPS Implementation Team to consider the 
recommendations in Revisiting Leopold, convert selected recommendations into NPS 
policy guidance, and prepare a draft Policy Memo for his signature, followed by a 
Director’s Order.  The Team is preparing the draft Policy Memo.  
 
Revisiting Leopold will be presented at the November 2014 World Parks Congress in 
Sydney, Australia, and is reprinted in full in the October special issue of PARKS (an 
international professional magazine) for the International Congress, along with 
commentary from five national park system directors (including Director Jarvis). 
 
The Science Committee is being formally reconstituted (with additional members) to work 
on two new tasks requested by Director Jarvis: 
 

• prepare a report and provide assistance and support for the consideration of 
additional recognition for historic sites that recognize diversity in scientific 
achievement in the United States, including possible National Historic Landmarks 
(due October 1, 2015), and 
   

• prepare a report on the scientific information necessary for the NPS to be 
responsive to consultation related to the proposed Pebble Mine development in 
Alaska (due November 15, 2015). 

 
Initial work for these two tasks is underway.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Rita Colwell 
Chair, Science Committee 
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A REPORT OF THE NATIONAL PARK SYSTEM ADVISORY BOARD 
PHILANTHROPY AND PARTNERSHIPS COMMITTEE 

 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 
The Philanthropy and Partnerships Committee of the National Park System Advisory Board (hereafter, 
the Committee) was created to improve the National Park Service (NPS) capacity for partnership with 
current and new nonprofit partners, and identify opportunities to drive greater private support through 
philanthropy. Committee membership was selected to bring both understanding of current 
challenges/issues with NPS practices and approaches, as well as deep expertise of best practices in the 
fields of partnership and philanthropy.  Throughout its work, the Committee sought to create 
actionable, timely recommendations that could be acted upon in order for NPS to take advantage of the 
once-in-a-lifetime event of the National Park Service Centennial in 2016. 
 
The Committee investigated current NPS approaches and performance across five areas: Donor 
Recognition, Branding and Intellectual Property, Agreements, Risk Management, and Diversity and 
Inclusion. Based on findings from these five areas, the Committee identified four broad opportunities for 
the NPS to improve its current business practices and operating approaches. These would bring the 
agency in line with contemporary best practices in partnerships, philanthropy and nonprofit 
management: 
 

 Increasing Donor Stewardship and Donor-Centricity: The Committee is recommending that NPS 
should do more to stimulate and enable widespread support of our nation’s parks via philanthropy 
by encouraging NPS employees at all levels to promote the philanthropic activities of official 
nonprofit park partners. Key actions include creating giving opportunities within parks, participating 
in fundraising events and donor visits, and sharing success stories. The Committee also encourages 
the NPS to create multiple, varied opportunities to reach and recognize potential donors. It found 
that today, donor recognition within the NPS is inconsistent and varied, and falls short of widely 
held practices within the philanthropic community.  
 

 Optimizing the NPS Stakeholder System: The Committee’s view is that the NPS operates as part of a 
complex system of inter-dependent stakeholders (including the National Park Foundation and other 
nonprofit groups, the Friends Alliance, corporate and foundation partners, donors, etc.).  The 
committee has identified numerous opportunities for NPS to optimize this system and achieve its 
stated organizational goals by shifting responsibility for some activities within the stakeholder 
system. This includes redistributing authority and control between and among NPS leaders and 
nonprofit partners, empowering park superintendents and managers along with their nonprofit 
boards of directors and management to appropriately assess and decide on collaborative courses of 
action.  

 

 Developing Brand Assets and Brand Management Tools: The committee found that the NPS is 
lacking a coherent, comprehensive brand strategy that unifies its messaging, positioning, 
communications and executional assets and enable it to effectively communicate who NPS is, what 
NPS stands for and why they are relevant and valuable to their multiple and varied stakeholders.  
The committee is recommending that NPS invest in developing a coherent brand strategy that draws 
from best-in-class examples within the government, nonprofit and corporate sectors. This brand 
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strategy would need to in turn be supported by clear guidelines that enable broad usage by other 
stakeholders, while protecting brand integrity and intellectual property. 
 

 Increasing Diversity and Inclusion: The Committee found that despite ongoing efforts to address 
diversity gaps, the NPS is not perceived as being diverse and inclusive by various stakeholders. The 
Committee recommends that the NPS and its partners embrace an overall diversity and inclusion 
goal of significantly increasing representation of diverse and under-represented audiences across 
critical NPS stakeholder groups, including visitors, volunteers, employees, partners, suppliers and 
philanthropic donors.  

 
To enable these broad opportunities for NPS to improve current business practices and operating 
approaches, the Committee is making numerous recommendations on specific revisions and edits to 
Director’s Order #21: Donations and Fundraising. These edits and revisions focus on removing provisions 
that are unnecessarily restrictive—rejecting private contributions, complicating collaboration and 
discouraging partner engagement. They are also consistent with a need identified by the Committee to 
ensure that NPS is optimizing its stakeholder network by positively embracing partnerships with 
language and actions that promote trust, shared mission, collaboration and joint value creation. The 
Committee believes that these broad recommendations for the NPS to improve current business 
practices and operating approaches, together with specific recommendations on edits and revisions to 
Director’s Order #21 will help position the NPS for success as it enters its second century.  
 
As it turns 100, the NPS is at a critical juncture. The Committee believes that, given the large funding 
backlog NPS is facing, a shifting demographic landscape, and rapidly changing societal expectations of 
philanthropy, there is a tremendous need and opportunity for the NPS to become more externally 
focused. By embracing and leveraging more fully its broader system of trusted and proven stakeholders, 
the NPS can stimulate myriad new potential opportunities for increased support and participation, while 
also successfully balancing and navigating concerns about commercialization, endorsement and risk. It is 
the Committee’s belief that this will enable the NPS to more effectively build the NPS brand, embrace 
innovation, reduce inefficiencies and ultimately attract increased support—all without compromising 
the high standards of the NPS or the expectations of the general public.   
 
The Committee urges the NPS to take decisive action to take advantage of this historic moment to 
protect and strengthen the unique, priceless national treasure that is our system of beloved national 
parks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The National Park Service (NPS), and the more than 400 parks that comprise the national park system, 
would be unrecognizable without the dedication of partners and the support of philanthropy since its 
earliest days to the present. Yet despite the worthiness of America’s national parks and NPS programs, 
park philanthropy has not reached its potential. Current NPS policies and practices can be obstacles to 
creating and sustaining effective partnerships. The NPS and its partners recognize that the National Park 
Service Centennial in 2016 provides an historic opportunity to position the NPS as a best in class partner 
through philanthropy as it embarks on its second century.  
 
The Philanthropy and Partnerships Committee of the National Park System Advisory Board (hereafter, 
the Committee) was created to develop timely, actionable recommendations that will dramatically 
improve the NPS capacity for partnership with current and new partners and unleash greater private 
support. NPS aspires not only to work as efficiently and productively as possible with current donors, but 
also to engage inclusively with a diverse array of stakeholders outside its existing base of support. This 
report articulates the Committee’s expectations for a substantive revision of Director’s Order #21, the 
NPS policy related to donations and fundraising, to solve its key challenges and to better position 
national parks in today’s competitive philanthropic environment. The Committee believes the holistic 
adoption of its recommendations will accomplish this task.  
 
Objectives 
The Committee’s principle objective was to provide recommendations to develop a new Director’s 
Order #21 that donors and nonprofit partners will find easy to understand and not unnecessarily 
restrictive. The Committee established three goals against which it measures the success of its efforts. 
Its recommendations must:   
 

 Increase private support for the NPS mission 

 Improve efficiencies in philanthropic partnerships at the national and park levels.  

 Enhance the NPS brand through partnerships  
 
Through its work, the Committee considered best practices and business models from the broader 
philanthropic community, corporate brand strategies and public-private partnerships across the 
government in formulating its recommendations.  
 
In evaluating the current Director’ Order #21, the Committee appreciated many of the motivations 
underpinning the existing policy; unfortunately, many provisions unnecessarily reject private 
contributions, complicate collaboration and discourage partner engagement. The Committee’s 
recommendations are designed to alleviate these restrictions by reallocating roles and responsibilities 
within the ecosystem of stakeholders - NPS leadership, friends groups and other nonprofit philanthropic 
partners, donors and volunteers.  
 
The Committee has identified numerous opportunities for NPS to optimize this system and achieve its 
stated organizational goals by shifting responsibility for some activities within the stakeholder system. 
This includes redistributing authority and control between and among NPS leaders and nonprofit 
partners, empowering park superintendents and managers along with their nonprofit boards of 
directors and management to appropriately assess and decide on collaborative courses of action.  
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These recommendations position the NPS and its current partners to invite new and diverse supporters 
and to actively include them in the next century of park philanthropy. Nonprofit partners of the national 
parks will be essential to engaging new constituencies to become park enthusiasts at a grassroots level. 
In this respect, the Committee believes that philanthropic partnerships are a key strategy for problem 
solving within the NPS ecosystem.  
 
Legacies of Partnership and Philanthropy 
Without the stories of generosity and park philanthropy, the history of the national parks and the NPS 
would be incomplete. Whether it is the gift of the Muir Woods by William and Elizabeth Kent or the 
efforts of the Rockefeller family to preserve Grand Teton, many iconic parks were preserved through the 
gifts of private citizens to protect the places they loved. Equally important have been philanthropic 
campaigns in recent decades to engage the broader American public – from the pennies collected by 
school children to restore the Statue of Liberty to the construction of the Flight 93 National Memorial in 
the wake of the events of September 11, 2001. Both the creation and improvements of many national 
parks have resulted from the generosity of individuals of every economic level committed to 
stewardship of our shared natural, historical and cultural treasures.  
 
Park philanthropy has relied upon the vibrancy of partnerships between national parks and nonprofit 
organizations. Since the 1920s, nonprofit cooperating associations have helped the parks to fulfill their 
educational, interpretive and scientific missions through the sale of educational materials and the 
investment of the profits in park programs. By the 1980s, many associations began to add fundraising as 
a tool to achieve their missions at the same time that new friends groups emerged for the sole purpose 
of becoming philanthropic partners of national parks. Together, partners from community-based friends 
groups to the National Park Foundation form a continuum of growing local and national philanthropic 
support that contributes over $150 million annually to strengthen and expand the national park system. 
These nonprofit partners offer expertise and capacity that the NPS could never have alone.  
 
Philanthropy and partnerships have always been more than sources of land and money for the parks; 
they provide the vehicle to build and strengthen bonds between parks and their advocates and 
enthusiasts. While all citizens are owners of the parks, those who make additional voluntary 
contributions of time, treasure and talent have a special interest in the national park system’s welfare. 
Today, inclusive philanthropic outreach beyond current park supporters and to our nation’s diverse 
communities will be essential to the sustainability of the national park system. 
 
For almost ten years, support has grown for the proposition that the National Park Service Centennial in 
2016 will mark an important pivot in the relationship between the NPS and partners. A vibrant next 
century for our national parks will rely upon new generations of visitors, advocates, donors, volunteers – 
as well as individuals who will fashion a career by serving America’s parks and public lands in the 
government, nonprofit, for profit and academic sectors. Our parks will not have the protections they 
need and the next generation will not be engaged unless nonprofit park partners engage in 
unprecedented outreach and take strategic risks.  
 
 
II. INCREASING DONOR STEWARDSHIP AND DONOR-CENTRICITY 
 
Key to the success of park philanthropy is an understanding of the important role that both the NPS and 
nonprofit organizations play in the stewardship of donors. NPS policies must encourage park and 
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program managers, as well as front-line NPS staff, to promote the philanthropic activities of official 
nonprofit park partners and to expand opportunities to reach and recognize potential donors.  
 
Roles and Responsibilities of the NPS and Partners  
The Committee recommends that a revised Director’s Order #21 will establish positive roles for all 
partners. NPS employees must be encouraged to: work with their nonprofit partners to identify 
campaigns, programs and projects that are worthy of philanthropy; authorize the tasteful recognition of 
donors to the NPS and nonprofit partners within national parks; create opportunities for giving within 
parks; participate in fundraising events and donor visits, share success stories and generally act in ways 
to help a nonprofit partner to effectively steward donors; and ensure accountability for donations 
received through information and reports that nonprofit organizations may share with their donors.  
 
Fundraising nonprofit partners also have the responsibility to: engage all of the American public – 
including individuals, foundations and corporations from every sector - in park philanthropy; describe 
the opportunities, needs and philanthropic worthiness of the NPS; and communicate transparently with 
the NPS about the messages it shares with the public regarding its fundraising activities. 
 
In addition to individual roles and responsibilities, the NPS and nonprofit organizations have joint 
ownership for strategically and operationally planning how their organizations will work together to 
achieve shared outcomes. This is particularly true in philanthropic partnerships where nonprofit 
organizations are authorized through formal agreements to solicit donations that ultimately impact park 
resources and programs. The Committee recommends that the NPS and its nonprofit park partners 
should be expected to: 

 Collaborate on the development of strategic plans to renew foundational commitments and 
align key strategies to achieve their shared vision 

 Establish operational plans and priorities annually to guide and authorize significant 
philanthropic efforts 

 Develop gift acceptance policies that align with park values and meet the approval of a 
nonprofit park partner’s board of directors 

 Communicate intentionally and transparently as external and internal forces require real-time 
adjustments to thoughtfully created plans 

 
The Committee’s goal is to allow NPS and its partners to work much more collaboratively and jettison 
current practices which focus on partners reporting to NPS and NPS simply approving or rejecting 
partner recommendations. Ongoing joint planning between NPS and partners will provide much needed 
flexibility.  This flexibility will allow NPS to dispense with requiring practices such as feasibility studies, 
which are no longer considered “best practices” in many philanthropic situations. In this new 
partnership model, the NPS and its nonprofit partners will collaboratively determine if and when steps 
like these are necessary or prudent to achieve the goals they intentionally set.  
 
Finally, the Committee recommends that Director’s Order #21 continue to help NPS employees 
understand critical boundaries and opportunities established by current law. For example, although NPS 
employees may act as liaisons to a nonprofit partner, they cannot hold positions of real or apparent 
authority within a nonprofit partner organization. At the same time, NPS employees must be challenged 
to consider innovative uses of existing partnership authorities (e.g. cooperative agreement authority, 
challenge cost-share authority) to leverage public and private support for the benefit of a shared vision. 
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Fundraising in National Parks 
Acknowledging that park visitors are some of the most likely candidates to provide financial support, 
approved organizations can develop engagement activities that give visitors opportunities to support 
national parks.  Specific activities to engage visitors should be developed collaboratively and approved 
by the park superintendent.   
 
The Committee recommends that NPS superintendents be encouraged to approve activities that inform 
visitors of the need for philanthropic support, how visitors can make a contribution and how their 
donations will be used.  Visitors should be easily able to opt out of fundraising activities and their privacy 
must be respected, in accordance with established privacy laws and policies. 
 
The Committee further request that Director’s Order #21 include provisions for: 

 
Donation collection, such as the use of donation boxes  
Cash, credit card or electronic contributions may be collected at sites and activities approved by 
the superintendent, provided that donations are used for the purpose that is promoted. The 
Committee recommends that partners who assist in the collection and accounting of donation 
box funds should be permitted to use an appropriate percentage of these funds to offset their 
expenses.  
 
Displays or access points to information 
Parks are encouraged to have displays that provide information or access to information to 
educate visitors about philanthropic opportunities. 
 
Events and in-park celebrations 
People are most likely to make the connection between their donations and park goals at events 
held within parks. Park superintendents should approve event plans and fundraising purposes 
and goals should be clearly articulated. 

 
Donor Recognition 
Given the norms and expectations of recognition in American philanthropy today, the Committee 
recommends that the NPS more prominently acknowledge donors within the national parks. The current 
state of donor recognition is inconsistent across parks with varying levels of sophistication, clarity, and 
effectiveness at encouraging and supporting philanthropy. The Committee believes the NPS can achieve 
greater donor recognition tastefully and without commercializing parks by applying best practices found 
in similarly situated environments including universities and museums.  
 
The Committee recommends that the NPS create multiple and varied recognition opportunities to 
stimulate diverse support of our nation’s parks within a consistent framework. These opportunities 
should balance the needs of today’s donors while protecting the NPS brand, ensuring a positive visitor 
experience, and maintaining the parks’ natural and cultural beauty. Key elements include:   
 

Encourage donor recognition through naming opportunities 
Today, Director’s Order #21 prohibits donor recognition via naming on specific park assets (e.g. 
benches, motor vehicles, bricks or other core furnishings).  Additionally, there is inconsistency 
across the system creating a confusing brand and consumer experience. Exceptions have been 
granted by the NPS in some cases; other parks have created workaround solutions.   
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The Committee believes that naming opportunities are an appropriate form of in-park 
recognition and recommends a policy that permits its use. Naming opportunities within the NPS 
could include, but are not limited to: donor walls, non-historic buildings, rooms, benches, 
pavers, gardens, vehicles, furniture, digital and media platforms, museum collections, programs, 
endowed positions, park publications, video credits, media, websites and speaking podiums.  
 
As park assets and units are limited, the Committee recommends that all naming opportunities 
have a clearly articulated and limited duration. Donors understand that the NPS cannot and 
should not provide the opportunity to name a park asset in perpetuity.   

 
Support and enable the use of logos 
Given the norms and expectations of recognition in American philanthropy today for 
organizations both public and private (i.e. companies, foundations and nonprofits), the 
Committee believes that NPS may support and allow the use of logos as a form of in-park donor 
recognition. Policy should specifically allow donor logos (e.g. for corporate, foundation and 
nonprofit partners) to appear in parks.  

 
Encourage greater inclusion by creating ways to recognize donations of any size 
As national parks are a shared public asset located in communities all across the country, the 
Committee encourages the NPS to promote philanthropy at all socioeconomic levels and 
recognize donations of any size, and whether cash or in-kind.  

 
Enable support of iconic and lesser-known parks and NPS programs 
The Committee recognizes opportunities to encourage philanthropy at both a national and local 
park levels. Contributions to individual parks and their partners will be recognized at the local 
park level.  
 
The NPS must also develop a national strategy and guidance to recognize major donors to the 
national parks system through its partners like the National Park Foundation so that they may 
receive recognition within individual parks as well. Partners like the National Park Foundation 
will work with major donors and parks to create agreements regarding commitments for 
recognition both at the national level and within specific parks. Similarly, occasions to highlight 
significant and important local park level philanthropy and partnerships at the national level 
should be considered and pursued.  

 
The Committee recommends that the NPS and its nonprofit partners collaboratively develop donor 
recognition plans that reflect the character, enabling legislation and philanthropic potential at each 
individual park. Accordingly, new national strategies for donor recognition must respect and not operate 
at the expense of local recognition strategies and donor sensibilities.  
 
 
III. OPTIMIZING THE NPS STAKEHOLDER SYSTEM 
 
To improve efficiencies in philanthropic partnerships at the national and park levels, NPS policies must 
be open to reimagining how authority and control is allocated between and among NPS leaders and 
nonprofit partners. Rather than centralize most authority and control within the NPS Washington Office 
and the Department of the Interior’s Office of the Solicitor, the Committee urges the NPS to empower 
park superintendents and program managers, along with their local nonprofit partners, to appropriately 
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assess and decide on collaborative courses of action at a local level. Strengthening local decision-making 
and accountability incentivizes the strong relationships built on communication and trust that the 
Committee considers vital to NPS partnerships.   
 
Rethinking Agreements 
Agreements articulate a relationship between the NPS and nonprofit partners built upon trust, 
communication and respect. Agreements demonstrate this relationship to the public, donors and 
national park enthusiasts, thereby legitimizing the special nature and integrity of the partner 
relationship. Anyone can make donations to support national parks. People are encouraged to do so 
through organizations recognized by the NPS as authorized partners. Approved park partners have 
opportunities to maximize donations and effectively steward donors that the NPS does not. 
 
Agreements are not contracts. Their character, tone and scope should focus on ensuring the viability of 
these special relationships rather than reducing them to transactional, tit-for-tat exchanges. Agreements 
may promote partnership longevity so as to harness the greatest potential support from the American 
public vis-à-vis their talent, time and treasure. Agreements should be simple and easy to work with for 
the emerging nonprofit partner, the high-performing partner and the NPS.  
 
The Committee strongly believes that for an organization to be an authorized nonprofit partner of the 
NPS, it must have a current agreement with the NPS.  However, NPS policy and guidance should 
anticipate a master partnership agreement that may be used to define the public-nonprofit relationship 
and the expectations each partner fulfills. Addendums may be adopted as needed for large campaigns 
or construction projects when they require further assurances of mutual interest and commitment. 
Depending on the scope of the agreement (i.e. an agreement for a nonprofit serving one NPS unit 
partner versus a regional nonprofit partner), the NPS Director is strongly encouraged to delegate the 
authority to approve partnership agreements to the park or program manager most closely tied to the 
substance of the partnership without compromising transparency and accountability.  
 
A master partnership agreement will incorporate many aspects of the current friends group, 
comprehensive fundraising, partnership construction and corporate partnership agreements. As 
partnerships continue to evolve, there are likely benefits to incorporating cooperative agreements and 
leases into these master agreements with nonprofit park partners. 
 
The Committee recommends that master partnership agreements may come in one of two forms: 
 

1. Organizations whose mission and activities are for the sole purpose of promoting one or more 
national parks have a master agreement that allows them to conduct fundraising and other 
activities on behalf of their park(s).  These agreements would require jointly developed annual 
fundraising plans to clarify the scope of campaigns, programs and initiatives.  Nonprofit 
organizations may not commit the NPS to funds, staff, access or resources outside of agreed 
upon long and short terms.  

 
NPS policy may continue to prefer that agreements with new park partners have a length of only 
five years, providing both parties an opportunity to build trust and understand their unique 
cultures.  However, organizations that have established a track record of success may have 
longer term agreements upon the recommendation of the park superintendent to assure donors 
of the strong connection between the NPS and the nonprofit partner.   
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NPS policy should enable such organizations – as well as nonprofit cooperating associations or 
educational partners whose sole purpose is to support national parks – to be eligible for a 
“preferred partner” status. These organizations would be subject to the terms of agreements 
with the NPS while being granted more authority and lengthier terms based on their mission 
and performance.1 

 
2. Organizations who have missions broader than support or partnering with national parks may 

have an agreement(s) related to specific fundraising goals or activities.  These agreements 
should include fundraising goals, a fundraising plan, and a timeline for achieving its goals. 

 
Other key elements of a new Director’s Order #21 aimed at improving agreements include:  
 

Insurance, Liability and Indemnification  
Insurance, liability and indemnification requirements are spelled out in the Friends Group 
Agreement template. These follow accepted business practice. However, in practice they are 
applied differently for partner-funded interns and volunteers-in-parks (VIPs). There cannot be a 
one-size-fits-all requirement for liability; rather, this needs to be balanced with the size and 
scope of the project or program activities.  

 
A more flexible framework using established best practices should be developed to enable the 
NPS and its partner group to tailor liability insurance requirements based on the size and scope 
of activities being conducted. 
 
Agreements should acknowledge that nonprofit partners, in accordance with industry best 
practices and applicable donor restrictions, may recoup fundraising and administrative 
expenses.  
 
Intellectual Property  
The Committee recommends that NPS policy regarding intellectual policy model the 
partnerships memorialized in these agreements. Neither the NPS nor partners should have 
exclusive ownership of the materials created in partnership by default. Instead, various 
arrangements should be available based on the long and short term goals and needs of the 
partnership.  

 
Communications and Messaging 
The Friends Group Agreement template states that the partner must submit all materials that 
are intended for public distribution and that refer to the partnership or each other, to NPS for 
advance review and approval. In practice, NPS parks and programs may not have the capacity to 
respond to these materials at the speed of business.  

 
Responsibly engaging park visitors and the American people in partnership efforts of the NPS 
and nonprofit partners through communications in print, online and other media is essential to 

                                                        
1
 The Committee has recommended both longer-term agreements and the notion of “preferred partner status” for 

organizations whose sole purpose for existing is to serve the NPS. Many nonprofit partneres believe their 
relationships cannot be “bid out” like a contract; such a practice would place gsubstantia, unbalanced risk on 
nonprofit partners. The Committee offers these observations to the Advisory Board as this is the only provision of 
our report without the unanimous support.    
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enhancing the brands of both partners. When publicly sharing information about partnership 
activities, the Committee recommends that formal review is not required by the other partner 
when the message: 

 Supports the vision, mission and values of both partners 

 Describes jointly approved campaigns, programs and initiatives  

 Avoids the endorsement of products, services or donors by either partner2 
 
Agreements work most successfully when they help to provide a manifestation of a strong and growing 
relationship. For this reason, NPS policy and guidance should make room for the notion that  
"timeliness" is as important as "thoroughness" in establishing new agreements and in the vital work of 
partnerships.  
 
Approval and Use of Donations 
All donations to the NPS – directly or through a nonprofit partner – must be given in an ethical and legal 
manner. If a reasonable person would judge that a gift harms the NPS, then it may not be accepted; yet 
in the absence of real harm, the Committee believes that NPS policy should create opportunities for 
individual, foundation, corporate and other donors.  
 
Through its work, the Committee found that Director’s Order #21 and associated guidance too often 
approaches risk management by requiring blanket donation vetting and clearance procedures without 
regard to specific circumstances, a likelihood of adverse risk or the implications of the risk itself. Nor do 
existing agreement and review requirements recognize the fluid nature of discussions with donor 
prospects. As nonprofit parks partners serve as pivotal interfaces between the NPS and the donor 
community, NPS must create efficiencies for that vital role.   

 
When working with nonprofit park partners who have current partnership agreements, the Committee 
recommends that the evaluation of donors and donations should not be subject to a series of monetary 
thresholds3; rather, the NPS must prepare its employees and trust its partners to appropriately identify 
risk and accept only those donations that maintain the integrity and impartiality of, and public 
confidence in, the NPS and the Department of the Interior.4  

 
The Committee believes that nonprofit partners must have the authority and trust of the NPS to review 
and evaluate their donors and donations, even when the funds will ultimately support the NPS and its 
mission. The nonprofit may deem a gift acceptable if it: does not imply the endorsement of an 
individual, an organization or a product; forwards a jointly identified need of the NPS and its nonprofit 
partner through the strategic and operational planning process; conforms to the jointly created gift 
donation policy; and does not run afoul of law or ethics. However, when a potential for a conflict of 

                                                        
2 The Committee recognizes that the NPS may require a waiver of the Departmental Manual provision regarding 
approval of printed materials  (374 DM 6.9(B)(2)) and it encourages this action.  
3
 NPS policy may elect to maintain monetary thresholds for direct donations to the NPS; the scope of this 

recommendation is limited to donations received by a nonprofit park partner. 
4 

The Committee recognizes that the NPS may require a waiver of the Departmental Manual provisions regarding 
donation evaluation (374 DM 6.7(C) and 6.10(E)) and it encourages that action. The Committee also recognizes 
that the Congress requires an opportunity to review construction projects valued at over $5 million and 
understands that partner construction projects will remain subject to it.  
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interest between the donor and the NPS (e.g. a company bidding on an NPS contract or an individual in 
litigation with the NPS) exists, then the nonprofit must alert the NPS and it may initiate its own review.  
 
The Committee recommends that NPS policy refrain from categorically excluding certain industries (e.g. 
alcohol, tobacco or concessioners) from its potential supporters. Rather, the NPS and nonprofit partner 
should evaluate all donors or gifts in light of the integrity, impartiality and public confidence standards 
outlined above. A park and its nonprofit partner may determine that based on purpose of a site, 
community obstacles or the nonprofit’s values to refuse donations from certain industries; however, in 
the absence of direction from the Congress or the Department of the Interior, pre-determined national 
exclusions are unnecessary and counterproductive.  
 
Considering these recommendations on donor and donation review in light of the Committee’s other 
recommendations on donor stewardship and agreements, meaningful efficiencies in partnering will 
arise. Joint strategic and operational planning will establish a clear understanding between the NPS and 
its partner as to what donors or gifts will be necessary to achieve a shared goal. Trusting in the planning 
process and open communications, a master partnership agreement between the NPS and a nonprofit 
partner will authorize the necessary fundraising – without requiring separate, campaign specific 
agreements. Donors may be approached and evaluated by the nonprofit partner using the gift 
acceptance policy, a base donor recognition platform and the particular circumstances within a park. 
Park superintendents will have the discretion to work with the nonprofit partner to achieve every one of 
these innovations.  
 
In summary, the Committee’s recommendations layer upon one another to enable more efficient 
partnering largely by reallocating roles and responsibilities between the NPS and its partners. 
Implemented holistically, many concerns with existing NPS policy – by NPS staff, partners and donors 
alike - would be alleviated.  
 
Sharing Risk 
Partnerships are not easy and therefore partners must share risk, as well as reward. Risk-free 
environments are unattainable, yet the Committee is committed to creating a safe environment for 
innovation and nimbleness that builds on the strengths of the NPS assets and partner capabilities.   
 
The current Director’s Order #21 and the model agreement templates each contain clauses intended to 
address areas of perceived risk without taking into consideration the likelihood or implications of the 
risks associated with partnering activities. These include donor vetting, pre-clearance of 
communications materials and liability requirements. In addition to being burdensome, current risk 
mitigation steps constrain the ability to act in a timely and effective manner for the mutual benefit of all 
parties to the partnership. The existing agreement and review requirements recognize neither the fluid 
nature of discussions with donor prospects about their philanthropic areas of interest, nor the evolving 
nature of today’s communications environment.  
 
This section’s recommendations to streamline agreements and assess partner roles in donor vetting 
seek to address the asymmetrical risk apportionment in the current Director’s Order and partnership 
agreements. Adopting these recommendations will permit the NPS and nonprofit organizations to share 
risk, giving substance and authenticity to the partnership they have entered.  
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IV. DEVELOPING BRAND ASSETS AND BRAND MANAGEMENT TOOLS 
 
The national park system is a priceless asset that encompasses the broad diversity and beauty that is 
America.  Our national parks belong to all Americans and reflect all Americans.  As the steward of this 
unique American treasure, the NPS is charged with both protecting our national parks while at the same 
time encouraging and enabling a populous and diverse nation to engage with, enjoy, and support them.   
 
The Committee believes that, in order to accomplish this mission effectively, the NPS must develop a 
coherent, comprehensive brand strategy. This strategy would help NPS to unify its messaging, 
positioning, communications and executional assets and enable it to effectively communicate who the 
NPS is, what the NPS stands for and why they are relevant and valuable to their multiple and varied 
stakeholders. Through its work, the Committee found that, although the NPS has some executional 
components of a brand strategy and some strategic brand assets in place, the organization is lacking 
such a comprehensive and coherent strategy. The Committee recommends that the NPS invest in 
developing a coherent brand strategy that draws from best-in-class examples within the government, 
nonprofit and corporate sectors.  
 
This brand strategy would need to in turn be supported by clear guidelines that enable broad usage by 
other stakeholders, while protecting brand integrity and intellectual property. To effectively manage and 
control the use of the NPS brand and intellectual property, the Committee recommends that the NPS 
apply a Global/Local approach leveraged by many leading brands that operate in complex geographical 
and stakeholder environments.  This approach strives to ensure brand consistency across all stakeholder 
touch points, while also embracing and enabling customization and adaption for local differences and 
needs as appropriate. The Committee recommends that the NPS also simplify decision-making and 
approvals. This would mean identifying which brand-related decisions and approvals must be made 
centrally, versus made at the field/local level, and simplifying the approval process. A key focus of this 
approach is to gain a balance between local differences, needs and autonomy and a streamlined set of 
national strategic interests and guidelines.    
 
The Committee strongly believes that a coherent, comprehensive brand strategy, combined with a 
streamlined approval process that enables robust partnering and broad usage, will have a powerful 
positive impact on the NPS and its system of stakeholders. This will enable NPS to build, over time, 
increased brand awareness and loyalty that reaches America’s diverse populations and encourages 
broad participation and support for the NPS, its network of partners, and ultimately, our nation’s parks. 
 
 
V. INCREASING DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION 
 
The Committee found that despite ongoing efforts to address diversity gaps, the NPS is not perceived as 
being diverse and inclusive by various stakeholders. The Committee recommends that the NPS and its 
partners embrace an overall diversity and inclusion goal of significantly increasing representation of 
diverse and under-represented audiences across critical NPS stakeholder groups, including visitors, 
volunteers, employees, partners, suppliers and philanthropic donors.  
 
The committee feels strongly that the NPS must take decisive steps to ensure that both it and its 
stakeholders more closely reflect our increasingly diverse America. By pursuing this broad goal of 
diversity and inclusion, the NPS will ensure that our system of national parks will remain relevant, 
utilized and supported by future generations. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 
The Committee believes that, given the large funding backlog that the NPS is facing, a shifting 
demographic landscape, and rapidly changing societal expectations of philanthropy, there is a 
tremendous need and opportunity for the NPS to become more externally focused. With the National 
Park Service Centennial approaching and the opportunity to engage with the full spectrum of the 
American people at hand, the Committee urges the NPS to adopt its interlinking recommendations. Only 
through a holistic reconfiguring of the roles and responsibilities - while simultaneously honoring the 
talents and expertise both the NPS and its nonprofit partners offer – can we truly solve the challenges 
inherent in existing NPS policy and guidance on philanthropy and partnerships.  
 
The Committee believes that extensive training and education of NPS leaders and nonprofit 
organizations will be essential to transition rapidly from new policy to new practices. To be successful, 
training must be supported in a change management paradigm by accountability. The NPS should 
consider how performance reviews and compensation decisions might be tailored to increase 
partnership engagement and recognition, illuminate case studies and create new assets and tools.  
 
By implementing these recommendations, the NPS will deepen and make sustainable its relationships 
with current philanthropic partners and, importantly, open its capacity for robust engagement of diverse 
and inclusive partner communities outside its current network. It will grow the ranks of official 
ambassadors for parks and NPS programs who live and lead in gateway communities. It will provide NPS 
managers and nonprofit leaders the encouragement to make choices about philanthropy that respond 
to local needs while following national guidance. It will create new opportunities for leverage among 
national, regional and local partners by supporting collaboration rather than competition in achieving a 
shared mission of preserving parks and enriching visitors. And while the recommendations do ask NPS to 
embrace more risk in its partnerships than it currently pursues, the opportunities for reward to the NPS, 
its partners and its individual, corporate and foundation donors is extraordinary.  
 
America’s national parks exemplify our nation at its best; they encompass our most treasured resources 
and important values. The NPS deserves enormous credit for recognizing that it cannot do this work 
alone and that philanthropy and partnerships are keys to a sustainable future firmly rooted in open 
communication, transparency and trust.  
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National Park System Advisory Board 
EXPANDING COLLABORATION IN EDUCATION 

October 23-24, 2014 

Task 
 
The Education Committee has three overarching responsibilities (1) serve as advisors to 
the National Park System Advisory Board regarding future needs and directions of NPS 
education, (2) assist in developing broader NPS contacts with educational institutions and 
others to promote expanded collaboration with K-12 and higher education systems, and 
(3) explore the development of strategies that support innovation, creativity, and 
sustainable partnerships in formal and informal education. 
 
Current Activities 
 
The Education Committee has continued its work through its subcommittee structure 
(Learning Summit, Digital Learning Day, Business Plan, Learning & Development, and 
Technology) with quarterly conference calls of the entire group.  With its reappointments 
for two more years, the Committee is interested in how best to focus its energies into the 
centennial year and beyond.  Associate Director for Interpretation, Education and 
Volunteers Julia Washburn and the NPS team will provide more specific guidance for this 
near-term future.  
 
In considering a Parks as Classrooms Day, the Subcommittee has suggested joining with 
the national Digital Learning Day, organized by the Alliance for Excellent Education, an 
annual event begun in 2012 and scheduled for March 13, 2015.  NPS will join with other 
national educational organizations to promote the event, which includes mapping and 
documenting thousands of Digital Learning sites across the nation, including schools and 
afterschool programs.  Discussions continue regarding a Learning Summit of scholars and 
others in DC during National Park Week 2016 to discuss the latest research on learning 
and the role of National Parks.  A list of possible attendees is in development.  National 
Geographic Society has indicated interest in being a partner, offering its venue and media 
production.  
 
The Technology Subcommittee will be advising Accenture’s pro bono work on a digital 
strategy for NPS, which builds on the Subcommittee’s white paper, and future plans for 
nps.gov.  Accenture comes to the NPS through the National Park Foundation. 
 
The Business Plan Subcommittee met September 30-October 1 to review progress on 
new sources of revenue for I & E, such as earned income and philanthropic support.  The 
Institute at the Golden Gate, part of the Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy, has 
been the major consultant for this project.  
 
The Learning and Development Subcommittee is exploring ways to help National Park 
Service educators align park programs with the Common Core Standards and the Next 
Generation Science Standards, and has been working closely with the NPS National 
Council for Interpretation, Volunteers and Education. 
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Several Committee members contributed to the Co-Creating Narratives in Public Spaces 
symposium, held in Washington, DC on September 17-18, which included advance 
webinars.  The work was done through an NPS partnership with the Museum Studies 
program at George Washington University where committee member Carol Stapp directs 
the Museum Education program.  The symposium addressed topics such as telling the 
stories of westward expansion and the sites of war from multiple points of view, and 
cultivating a more informed and engaged citizenry. 
 
Next Steps 
 

• The Committee will continue planning on these fronts: Business Plan in 2014, 
Digital Learning Day in 2015 and the Learning Summit in 2016.  

• The Committee will advise the newly hired servicewide evaluation specialist, 
 Ioana Munteanu.  

• The Committee will respond to Julia Washburn’s framing of the work for the next 
two years.  

• The Committee is considering holding its annual meeting in the New York City 
during the winter of 2015, with site visits including the Gateway National Recreation 
Area and African Burial Ground National Monument. Its next call is scheduled for 
December 16, at 2 p.m. ET. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Milton Chen 
Chair, Education Committee  



National Park System Advisory Board 
NURTURING NPS LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION 

October 23-24, 2014 
 
Task 
 
To help the NPS progress toward a 21st century leadership culture that is adaptive, 
participative, and resilient, that makes it possible for highly-motivated staff at all levels to 
contribute to furthering NPS mission and values.  To further this direction within the 
current environment of burgeoning bureaucracy, increasing tasks and priorities that 
make focus and follow-through more difficult, and with a workforce struggling to do good 
work with fewer resources of staff, money, and time. 
 
Current Activities (May-October 2014) 
 
1.  Focusing on Employee Viewpoint Survey (EVS) data and its implications. 
  
NPS Director Jarvis has made addressing the EVS results a priority, and the issue has 
the attention of everyone.  But there is need for much more clarity about specific 
organizational changes that would move the needle and for more assessment of the 
impact of efforts to address this matter over the past two years. The more I work with the 
aggregated survey data, the more I feel the NPS should conduct a more refined analysis.  
For example, who fills out the questionnaire seems significant to note, and what is the 
context, within a region or function, that can be affecting scores. 
 
Now that data is available by individual park the impact of effective leadership on scores 
is startlingly apparent. For example, within any one region, factors related to effective 
leadership vary among individual parks from 8% to 80%, or from 6% to 90%.  All within 
the same region and this enormous variance is true in every region. The implications of 
such data were presented last spring to the NPS National Leadership Council (NLC) 
through the work of both the Workplace Enrichment Office and the Stewardship Institute.  
There is much that can be done by leaders from parks to regional levels, but it is also 
necessary to address systemic issues within the NPS Human Resources function, and 
this is a purpose of a meeting to be convened by Associate Director for Workforce, 
Relevancy and Inclusion Mike Reynolds on December 10-11 (described immediately 
below).  
  
2.  Developing coherence, direction and focus in NPS leadership activities. 
 

a. I am facilitating a working group of 20 tasked to develop a strategic focus to 
leadership development throughout the NPS.  Participants include individuals with 
key leadership program responsibilities, representatives from the Directorate, 
superintendents, and those outstanding leaders who contributed to the NLC 
consideration of this issue.  Over the next few months, the working group will 
begin to align all leadership programs, trainings and resources, in order to realize 
the goal of establishing the 21st century leadership defined in the National Parks 
Second Century Commission report.  This will be a systems level analysis that 
will:  identify key levers for change at the HR policy level; analyze the  
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effectiveness of key leadership development programs, both internal and those 
provided by vendors; work with EVS data at a greater level of granularity to 
determine critical leadership competencies and behaviors; and illuminate 
successful leadership and programs that exemplify 21st century leadership 
already present in the NPS. 
 

b. I have contributed to the design of a new Fellowship Program designed to support 
leadership development, with funding expected from a private donation (see 
attached description of the unique skill sets required of park superintendents).  

 
3.  Working with former Conservation Study Institute, now the Stewardship  
     Institute. 
 

• Devoted two days last May with entire staff to review activities and learnings to 
date, and to set new directions; will meet again at the end of October via Skype.  

• For Superintendents’ Leadership Roundtable, developed videos and supporting 
materials available to superintendents online.  

• Am working on a webinar series with leading names in leadership for Spring 
2015. 

 
4.  Supporting the work of individual senior leaders.  
 
     The Unique Leadership Challenges of NPS 
      Written for the Traubert-Pritzker Leadership Program 

 
The compelling leadership challenge of the NPS is how best to support internally 
motivated staff in a shrinking resource environment within a large federal agency.  
However, this is not what differentiates NPS from other large organizations.  I have 
worked inside NPS for more than five years, and in the field of leadership since 1973.  
From this experience, I can state that the leadership challenges faced by leaders in NPS 
are the most complex I have observed anywhere.  These challenges require a unique 
bundle of capacities and knowledge, all of which are necessary for parks and programs 
to function well.  Beyond traditional leadership skills, other required skills include:  
science, community relations, history, civic engagement, resource protection, education, 
politics, education, facilities management and more.  
 
Leaders in the NPS must develop this diverse array of competencies that are critical and 
core to the effective functioning and growth of parks.  Over the course of a career, as 
leaders are developed to manage very diverse parks and programs, leaders must be 
skilled in: 
  

• Working with local communities whose lives and livelihood are impacted by being 
neighbors with a national park, including tourism, ecological issues, farming, 
ranching, air quality, traffic, public safety and more.  Such work requires 
extraordinary levels of sensitivity, public relations, conflict management and 
patience.  An added burden is the growing distrust of the federal government. 
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• Working with partners, businesses and communities using collaborative 
processes that build engagement with NPS and develop multi-stakeholder  
stewards for the work.  Many organizations desire to have these skills, but at NPS 
they are an imperative. 

• Working with educational organizations so that parks are known as a valuable 
resource for teachers and parents, developing park stewards of the future. 

• In depth scientific knowledge in order to deal with issues of climate change, 
habitats and local ecologies, and wise defense and protection of existing natural 
resources. 

• Understanding and representing the history of America's increasingly diverse 
populations to the American public. 

• Management of physical infrastructures, including roads, trails and buildings. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Meg Wheatley 
Member, National Park System Advisory Board 



 
National Park System Advisory Board 

ADVANCING ECONOMIC VALUATION OF THE NPS MISSION 
October 24-25, 2014 

 
Our work has continued on this project, which is the first-ever, truly comprehensive 
economic valuation of national parks and programs.  Our objective is to quantify the wide 
range of public benefits that flow from the modern NPS as it approaches its second 
century. 
 
To accomplish that, this study has three main work streams:  (1) Measuring the Total 
Economic Values (TEV) of national parks and programs using a survey instrument 
designed from focus groups and subject to peer review; (2) Illustrating those values using 
case studies of specific parks and programs; and (3) Developing these analyses for peer 
review and publication in both academic and general publications. 
 
Progress to Date 

Pilot Survey -- The mail/internet questionnaire was pilot tested on a sample of 300 U.S., 
households in late 2013 to refine survey administration procedures and fine tune a few 
elements in the survey design (e.g., the range of the dollar amounts individuals were 
asked to pay).  
• The pilot survey methodology was presented at the Western Economics Association 

International meeting June 30 and obtained favorable reviews with some suggestions 
for refinement. 
  

While the results of this small sample cannot be generalized to the U.S., we found: 
• Education: Over 90 percent viewed Parks as a place to bring children to learn about 

nature. 
• Existence Value:  Over 90 percent of the sample thought it was important to protect 

Parks and historic sites for current and future generations, even if the respondent did 
not personally visit them. 

• NP Units:  About 50 percent would pay increased taxes for 10 years to prevent any 
cuts to National Park Units (NP, NM, NRA, Battlefields, Historic Sites, etc.). 

o Households’ total economic value (their willingness to pay) was of similar size 
for nature focused Park Units as for history focused Park Units.  

• NPS Programs inside and outside the Parks:  About 30% would pay increased taxes 
for 10 years to prevent any cuts to NPS programs conducted inside and outside the  
National Park Units. 

 Households’ total economic values for educational programs/materials and NPS 
assistance in protection of natural features important to local communities were similar 
in magnitude. 
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Case Studies -- Concurrent with the work to estimate economic values, the research 
team has been conducting case studies of specific national parks and programs to 
illustrate those values. The first case study, at Joshua Tree National Park, has been 
completed and is available at:                                                                                                                            
http://www.nps.gov/resources/upload/Task-4-Joshua-Tree-Case-Study-The-Value-of-
America-s-Greatest-Idea-Choi-and-Marlowe-2012.pdf. 
 
Harvard students have now conducted five additional case studies applying the TEV 
framework developed by prior students Choi and Marlowe (2012) and focusing on 
environmental, cultural, educational and intellectual property value creation in the units.  
 
Current Case Studies Underway 
• Everglades: Study of carbon offsets suggests that Everglades’ vegitative carbon 

sequestration offsets from 30-60% of carbon emissions from the Greater Miami region, 
due largely to NPS management of park resources. This carbon offset framework 
methodology has also been applied to Saguaro National Park in Tucson and can be 
used to estimate carbon offset impacts in many NPS units.  

• Minute Man National Park:  An exciting new development in this project is that we are 
working to estimate the value of the natural capital in the NPS using a new 
methodology developed by Professor Colin Mayer of Oxford.  This has been adopted 
by the UK Department of Environmental Affairs (DEFRA) and is being used to estimate 
the value of all government-owned lands and trusts in the UK.  Harvard students are 
working with Professor Mayer and the UK government, and the staff at Minute Man 
National Park to determine whether this methodology can be adapted to the US 
national parks.  We are also expecting to do a case study of this methodology in 
Redwood National Park. 

• Chesapeake Bay:  This study is scheduled to begin soon.  
 

Completed Case Studies 

• Santa Monica National Recreation Area:  Documenting more than 3000 movies and 
television shows, including numerous blockbusters that have been filmed in national 
parks (including studios within the SMNRA itself). These have produced billions of 
dollars of export revenues to the U.S., for which the film studios have paid pennies in 
permit fees.  For example, the Star Wars series alone (filmed partially in Death Valley) 
generated $5 billion in revenues.  A Harvard student is now researching television 
shows filmed in parks.   

• Golden Gate National Recreation Area:  This study documented the number of 
students who have participated in education programs in the GGNRA; teachers who 
have used curriculum materials based of GGNRA research; links with schools, school 
systems and wider educational development in STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math) are based on work underway in the park area. The study 
focused on direct usage (visitation by students and teachers and for recreational 
purposes); indirect usage (teachers using their site visits to develop curriculum for 
STEM classes for students who do not visit); and wider use of the GGNRA for  

http://www.nps.gov/resources/upload/Task-4-Joshua-Tree-Case-Study-The-Value-of-America-s-Greatest-Idea-Choi-and-Marlowe-2012.pdf
http://www.nps.gov/resources/upload/Task-4-Joshua-Tree-Case-Study-The-Value-of-America-s-Greatest-Idea-Choi-and-Marlowe-2012.pdf
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research at universities and elsewhere.  It also looked in detail at the funding of 
GGNRA which is a public-private partnership involving substantial private funding.  

• Ellis Island:  There is a significant multiplier effect from the work performed to "curate" 
the records at Ellis Island, which provide ancestry archives for millions of Americans. 
The case study focused on understanding the usage of this Ellis Island database for a 
variety of uses including tracing in teaching of U.S., history and development of history 
curriculum.  Three Harvard students conducted numerous interviews to understand the 
personal value of being able to trace their ancestry, with Harvard Professor Henry 
Louis Gates Jr., who said that:  "It is not possible to teach American history without the 
National Parks Service."  

• Saguaro:  Study has focused on the recreation and health benefits to the urban 
population of Tucson, Arizona; the value of protecting the iconic saguaro cactus (which 
is used by native American tribes and as a logo for several trademark-protected 
commercial products and companies); and assessing the environmental benefits of the 
park compared to a mixed use urban sprawl that would have spread throughout the 
region in the absence of the park.  

 
Next Steps 
• Funding:  Our top priority at this time is acquiring sufficient funding to implement the 

Park Unit and NPS Programs total economic valuation survey with sufficient samples 
throughout the U.S.  We have succeeded in raising a fair amount of money (total 
raised = $550,000) from the S.D. Bechtel Foundation, Summit Foundation, National 
Park Foundation, and Turner Foundation; but unfortunately, we still need $350,000 to 
complete the study (65 percent for the survey implementation). 

• Since the last meeting:  
o We followed up with Trust for Public Land but they declined to fund. 
o Turner Foundation provided $95,000. 
o We are in discussions with the National Parks Conservation Association and 

Hank Paulson.  
• Finishing the case studies. 
• A communications plans will be developed to effectively convey these findings to 

Congress and the public as part of the National Park Service’s Centennial. 
• Publication of the results of the surveys and case studies in different journals. 
• Presentation of results at professional meetings to inform resource professionals. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Linda Bilmes 
Member, National Park System Advisory Board 
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